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TH-E WORLD DANK/ i IhaRNA1IUNAL rJNACE CcOPATION I MIGA

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
DATE: U2 08 1991

TO: Ms. 1.Inda Joan b hlin

COM: Jean Dnetlh, Dliector, Geneva OfficC

EXTENSION: 733 2120 / direct lne: 86 200

SUBJECT: Uruguay RuUnd.

1. 1 thought the attached i te, and the press clipping relating to
it, may amuse Mr. Ccs4le.

2. Best regards.
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-E WORLD DANK INTFRNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION I MIA

OFFICE MEMOR-ANDUM
DATE: 02 08 1991

TO: Trade Pies

L fROM: Jein Bneth, Dicctor, Ocncva Office }

LXTENSION: 733 2120 / direct linl&: 86 200

SLBJECT: Wiat Is going on in the Uruguay rjund? and wher0?

1. The following item is reproduced in its entirety, from the

Financial Times, August 1 1991, p. 1 col. 2:

"URUGUAY Round tr ade talks
in Budapest are unlikely to

finish this year, US officials

fear, despite an offer from the

European Commission to comp-
ly with a GATT ruling against

its oilseed subsidies, The talks

hinge on farm subsidy reduc-

tions.

2. This explains it all. The concerned US officials, under the im-

pression that the talks are proceeding in Budapest, are sending

all their instructions there, Not surprising, then, that negotiators

in Geneva are not getting the message; nor that it is then not

relayed to the EC Commission in Brussels - another European

capital whose name, confusingly, begins with B.

cc. Trade Group.
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1991Thursday August 1 1991

Pressure mounts on Israel as Moscow offers to restore relation
m US economy
for continues to (1 n o it

odor shoW signsFh of recovery wilco-sponsor
lng THE US I ndex ofd leadAg

if Credit Indicators rose 0.5per cent in -r
tational June - its fifth successive -- C
to the monthly increase I but new -

try to orders for factory goods were

hnBy Uce Barbr in Moscow, Victor Malet In Jerusalem and Max Rodenbeck in Cairo
fr ofte veo g o T- US and Soviet Unsn have tours - including Egypt Jor- recognise israers anntioned Isr as int epag er2- ed to cosponsor a Middle dan, Syna and Lebanon - of east Jerusalem, she quesghe ist peace conferec in Octo- have acceptedl US proposals for tioned whether vt wnd be p-tihet A e r a move which dramatic- a regional peace conference sible for Mr Baker to give

crto the Europan Commu- steps up pressure en Israel But neither the Israel govern- surnces to the sis tatEry nity to l2am a year anis -gree to negotiations with meat nor the Palestinians violated US polcy,thus freezing thn about bt neighbou. seemed preand last night to However, an aide to Mr Yt--present levels.10 tion US presdent George Bush, waive toeir respective coudi- Lhak Shamfr, the mnbc end ro a. r a declaring that an historic tions for attending the pro- ter, ak an Mxaei yes would
'ease agreement between m.e EC opportunity must not be lost". posed conlrce ace, and Mr depend "on the answers welland Japan's rade a n said in Mosow yesterday that Baker will find It difficult to hear fm the Am m nMinister, Sohi Naka. r James Baker, US secretary reak te rediwEk thngs theylD hear from s"tioe est a s URUUAy expunded talksc i state, would return to Jr Mr M iisd to Israel will Vr Moese Katzav, the tans-be est URUAY w oill l mit expq of salem today . seek a cltea- a .o the Middle East prc t minIster, sa d t was up totim finBars t yearUnS toals resp ro pm Israel on Ps - e ad of the Gulf war te Arab countries and the Pal-l fear, tesite a er vith pation in a regional con it -n .ompt to solve te estinola t to"ate a spiifeartdsptean ofmmrssion tu co whi the two super &r sin dispute, h to that would make t tor -e ropewta v ingaso t going - to work Th - w a agrees to attend a sible to convene theVca l withnd after Ga r aains dene. The confe ho erence, Israd wants US oaka"or eehgeln fa subske.Tt tE & t o .ir po xs i-sr V estin- Mr Sion P5ers welmrce hngpons Tarde ad reduc- sai gnti mns u tieara ta Bake joiti y the Vppstho Labour party,

E, ttb - a a their dek said r shoul agree to the
TRNs world Airlie' finn.- The oTr egal wi have no connec- conference. I don't see the 

"cRA r tctr ach thes t d e e tio t the Palste ibea- point in deayin." he said

mb recurs intst airmn. Car rowg on m ,rwr on arr--a -C
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OFFICE MEMOR ANDUM

DATE: 02 08 1991

TO: Tradee

IROMJ: Jean ineth, Dii.n 1w (OCl\. ()f q) y

hmt ssi1oN; 733 21,2 'lIreA Int &6 200

StJWJECT: Ihst l j oi i Jtihe it ugua y , otdii7 and whir t?

1. The folowing item is reproduced in its entirety, from the

Financia! Times, August 1 1991, p. 1 col. 2:

"UR. )G UAY Riund i de talks

in Bfudapest are unlikely to
finil this yu:, US offcituls

fear, dejspil an offer from the

European Commission to comp-

ly with a GAT Ns'uling ugonuim
its oilseed subsidies. The talks
Ihkin on farm bsidy redur

lions.

2. This explains it all. The concerned US officials, under the im

pression that the talks are proceeding in Budapest, are sending

all their instructions there. Not surprising, then, that negotiators

in Geneva are not getting the mcssage; nor that it is then not

relaycd to the EC Commission in Brussels - another European

capital whose name, confusingly, begins with B.

:,'. Trade (imup.



THlE WURLO BSANK IIUNfUh F IEc;OAIN MIQA

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
DATE; 02 W8 191A

TO: M. 1 inda Jean -uh

IOM: Jean Baminrth, Dirertor Geneva Office

EXT ENSON 733 2120 / dict line; 86 200

suajE[CT; Ut uguy [wund.

1 1 thought the attachedywte, and the press clipping relating to

ik, ny arinusc Mr. Ct tle'

2. Best regaiids.
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- Pressure rnounts on Israel as Moscow offers to restore relation
"A9 US economy
for continues to US and Soviets

mdsr show signs wilc. n o
ichi of recovery W l O S o S l
Jng THE US Index of leading -

htoaaun t fifth successive1
tocil hdexpected. fma L e
centshedmpMby alThe ).0 By LUonel Barber In oscow, Vicior Mallet in Jerusalern and Max Rodenbeck in Cairo -ra r o he& daer a oring

reengr os uthe aepade produ - wee and Soviet Union have bours - including Egypt Jor- recognise israers annexationre, ioa ndstrexpned12 O ndto co-sponsor a Middle dan, Svria and Lebanon - of east Jerusalem, she ques-IhiIrest lin aeo2pae conece b Oto ha accepted US proposals for tioned whether it would be po-JAPAstwilmit r of a move which dramatic; a r gional peace conference. ible for Mr Baker to give
s cars to the urop n- teps up pressure on Isue n But reither the Ismeli govern, assurances to the I-os iat

Edak nity to 1.23m a yrci anil 1999, gne to negotiattons with ment nor tb I iestiniaats violated US polIcythus freezing th about ruab neighbours. semed pr a -st nigm to However a a oMpresent -vels. O tns aS president George Ptush. aive tar W ere condi- shak St vr, the prime rntnl*-ce ja will end after tha e as eclarmg that "an istoric ^Ortt r i the pro- ter, soa an Israeli yes wonldagreement betweet. a EC .cpparttmity must not & lost", os '4 r cand Mr deperX mn the answers we'll^and Japan's Trude and Indas. sad in Mocow yesterday that Bak - u t difficult to bear ti-si the AarcasonMiuster, Etikzi Nakao. . M James Jaker, US secrea bear f-mb tatEoer tate, would return to .Isa l o . eber ina BUuAes areun kely k salem today to seek a i. .e Middle t mnaster, said It was up to,:, n t eUfi resporse from Israel or h5 GmeAroun and the Pa
fear, despite an offer from the wY two a ¾ regiortal:eo ..'m a l . '-nanfL European Commission to corn- tae to to o ie o convee thepos-

to ply with a Gatt ruling against g to n US siblenocoe
rea is on far subsid. The-t e sad aca'I oty h ppsto' Lbutnoe ing on far subsidy reduc- sun- Mr 5hnon Peres, leader orCons Earlier report, Pages Bion i raem ad Mrae sii Labre part

TRANS World Arlines i The o leztnofe d
ansion c araetrig which the Mitt do-d d berc -point n delaIng' he said

2dre itsv chairma C-v hgrow~yA



THE WORLD BANK/INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
DATE: January 30, 1991

TO: Ms. Linda McLaughlin, EXC ,

FROM: Antonio M. Pimenta-Neves ACSA

EXTENSION: 38722

SUBJECT: Mr. Conable's article on the Uruguay Round

Gazeta Mercantil, from Sao Paulo, Brazil, published Mr. Conable's
article Friday, January 25, as requested. I chose Gazeta Mercantil because
it is the best and the most respected business newspaper in the region.
Their weekly newsletter in English circulates in the United States, Japan,
and Europe. If there is time, the newsletter will also use Mr. Conable's
article.

cc: Messrs. Shakow, Choksi, Quijano, Cullen



Sexta-feira, 25 de janeiro de 1991 - GAZETA MERCANTIL

A Rodada Uruguai e

os paises
em desenvolvimento

rica Lati;it. Embor clak
Barber B. Conoble sejam importantes para

muitos paises. 6 essencial

O fracasso - que nao sejam adotadas a

do ms pas. custa do multiiateraismo

s a d o e m Os arranjos regionais oe-
acertar re- recem apenas soluees
gras para parciais para os problemas
mnaior libe do comercio, e czorremn 0

ralizaCo do . risco de discriminar Os pal-
corn 6r iC o - ses que nao participarn de-
mundial . les Mais uma vez, eles nao

perturbador. Isso & pa'rti- sao substitutos para um
cularmente verdadeiro pa. sisterna multilateral de co-
ra a Amdrica Latina, onde rnrcio aberto, especial-
tantos paises recentemente mente no mundo p6s -
partiram para reformas Guerra Fria
economicas de grande al- E ynais, os arranjos re-
cance. A susencia de mer. gionais tem grande proba-
cados internacionais aber- bilidade de se mostrarem
tos e funcionando bern falhos se nao forem emba-

ameaga solapar os benefi- sados por firme compro-
cios desses programas de misso corn urn sistema

ajustamento. multilateral de regras e
A Rodada Uruguai de ne. disciplinas. Por todos esses

gociavfes comerciais mul- motivos, o desafio funda-
tilaterais, mantida sob os mental que a comunidade
auspiCios do Acordo Geral internacional deve enfren-
de Tarifas e Comrcio tar continua a ser a conclu-
(GATT), 6 a maior, manis sao bem-sucedida da Roda-
complexa e mais importan- da Uruguai
te negoeiaeAo comercial 0 movimento rumo a um
multilateral da Historia. 0 comercio mals livre e mer- P
compromisso de mais de cados competitivos Sem dd-
100 paises com essas nego- vida prejudicart alguns

cia6ees reconhece a valio- padr6es de industria e uso
sa contribuigao que a libe- do trabalho em muitas pai- -
ralizagao do com6rcio deu ses, As nagoes da Amdrica
ao crescimento econmico Latina, pordm, estao se-
do mundo por mais de 40 guindo. adiante comn seus
anos, programas de reforma na

Urna Rodada Uruguai conviceao de que nao he ou.
bem-sucedida reduziria tra forma de melhorar a
ainda mais as barreiras ao produtividade e a efici6n. u
comercio, reintroduziria a cia e garantir o crescimen.
disciplina onde essa tivesse to econ6mirco. derada no Prog
fraquejado e adaptaria o SerIa de fato ir6nico se, Eduardo Josn sileiro oQuali
sistema comercial As no- quando a America Latina Gonceives do Carvalho * dutlvidade apre
vas realidades econ6micas esta dando esses passos au- 1 preidene a
internacionais Uma Roda. daclosos, os paises indus- lm c presidente da
da Uruguai fracassada trializados se afastarem de Urna conjuntura nao . Co
ameagaria as perspectivas seu compromisso hist6rico Mal dificil Como a quo vive- Considero ess

de crescimento e prosperi. com o multilateralismno e acopad a a uma recessao, do eo con2ceCitO
dade em todo a mundo, se recusarem a abaixar que ameaga a estabilidade dutividade 6

A responsabilidade pri. suas barreiras comerClais. das instituic6es, exige que sequencia da m
mAria pela conclusAo bern. Quaiquer tendencia rumo cada empresa se preocupe dos fatores: T(
sucedida da Rodada Uru- ao protecionismo aumenta- com sua produtividade. que inlui as ins
guai cabe claramente aos ra as tenses internacio- 0 terna produtividade, equipamfentos;
psises industrializados. AS nais e reduzirA as perspec- portanto, merece nesta out", a engenh:

agruras de multos dos pai- tvas de sucesso da econo- 6poca de dificuldades eco- duto, do proces

ses em desenvolvimnento, mia mundiaL Isso seria nmicas uma atenAo espe- ias; e Fessoa

que lutam sob pesadas divi- particularmente prejudi- cial clui os fatoref

dA crise ,mbieais .PMei nn atos elima de desa. TrjWr qssa via vaie. mens a mo
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cance. A austncia de mer- gionais tem grande proba-
cados internacionais aber. bilidade de se mostrarem
tOs e funcionando bemn falhos se nAo forem emba-
ameaea solapar os benefi- sados par firme compro.

0cos desses programas de misso com um sistema
ajustamento. multilateral de regras e

A Rodada Uruguai de ne- disciplinas. Par todos esses
gociacOes comerciais mul. motivos, o desafio funda-
tilaterais, mantida sob os mental que a comunidade
auspicios do Acordo Geral internacional deve erifren.
de Tarifas e Comecio tar continua a ser a conclu-
(GATT). e a maior, mais sao bem.sucedida da Roda-
complexa e mais importan- da Urugual.
te negociagao comercial 0 movimento rurno a um
multilateral da Histdria. 0 comercio mais livre e mer.
compromisso de mais de cados competitivos sem dn-
100 paises corn essas nego. vida prejudicarA alguns
ciacdes reconhece a valio- padrOes de indostria e uso
sa contribuigao que a libe. do trabalho em muitos pai-
ralizagao do corodrcio deu ses. As nagoes da America
ao crescimento econ6mico Latina. porem. estlo se- om o elewa a Ddo mundo par mais de 40 guindo adiante com Seus
anos. programas de reforma na

Uma Rodada Urugual convie go de que nao hA ou- a
bem-sucedida reduziria tra forma do melhorar a
ainda mais as barreiras ao produtividade e a eficien-conju tura nacion
comercio, reintroduziria a cia e garantir o crescimen.
disciplina onde essa tivesse to econdrmico, derada no Programa
fraquejado e adaptaria o Serta de fato ironico se. Eduardo Jose desrada no Programa
sistema comercial As no- quando a America Latina d, Corvoho sileiro de Qualidade e
vas realidades econOmicas estA dando esses passos au- Gongaives dutividade apresentad
lnternacionais. Uma Roda- daciosos. os palses inds h presidente da Repu
da Uruguai fracassada trializados se afastarem de Uma conjuatura nacio. i Nagao.
ameagaria as perspectivas seu compromisso histdrico nal dificil como a que vive. Considero esse progr
de crescimento a prosperi- com o multilateralismo e d pca umr cone dsstA ue
dade em todo o mundo. se recusarem a abaixar que amead a a estabilidad dutivdade ie uma

A responsabilidade pri- suas barreiras camerciais. das instituiCaeo, exige que seqtencia da multiplic
maria pela conclusao bem. Qualquer tendencia rumo cada empresa se preocupe dos fatores: Tecnolog
cuoodida da Rodada Uru ao protoolonimo aumonta cuml SUM prududvidade. qu inclui AL instalaA
guai cabe claramente aos rA as tensOes internacie- 0 tema produtividade, equipamentos; 0
paises industrializados. As nais e reduzirg as perspec- portanto, merece nesta out", a engenharia do
agruras de muitos dos pal. tivas de sucesso da econ.. epoca de diflculdades eco. duto, do processo, os a
ses em desenvolvimento, mia mundial Isso seria nmicas uma atengIoesne- mas; e Pessoal, o qu
qua lutam sob pesadas divi- particularmente prejudi- cial. clui as fatores comp
das, crises a mbientais e pa- cial no atual clima de desa. Trilhar essa via val de- mentais e a moral do g
breza crdnica. tornam de celersAo econdmica em pender, entretanto. da cria, de trabatho, a vontad
importancia primordial a certos Dafses Importantes. tividade e da procura de produzir. o relacionar
assunqao dessa responsabi- Se nao for atingido acor. novas estilos de adminis. de pessoas. a crenga r.
idade. do na Rodada Uruguai, os trasao, de novas solueoes balho, na sua chefla,

As barreiras comerciais arcanjos e obrigagdes in, para as tecnicas de produ- seus objetivos, enfim :
dos paises industrializados ternacionais existentes Qao', distribuiCo e venda, Em geral as empi
custariam aos paises em continuariarn a valer, em tudo isso atraves de uma tem dedicado maior

desenvolvirnento, segundo principio, Mas ha a grande ministraeao competen. o atortno
estimativas. corca de US$ perigo de que a erosao dos el da produtivida.qum i en aiMelhriada roduivia.qua mais engenharia i100 bilhOes de suas receitas arranjos multilaterais se de nao ocorre par acaso. Ihores equipamentos
em divisas fortes. Isso instale ent5o. A politica co. Gerentes competentes a fa. duzem neassariam
equivale a duas vezes os ju- mercial nao pode permane- zem ocorrer, Eles conse. melhores resultados.
ros pagos anual-mente pe- cer imdvel. porque os inte- guem isso definindo metas, Slo as pessoas qu
los paises em desenvolvi- resses especials estio sem- identificando obstaculos a ram receta e cuStOS r.
mento sobre suas dividas pre em busca do proteeto, vencer para alcancar tais empresa. Dessa form
externas. e e duas vezes o Na ausincia do vantagens, metas, desenvolvendo urn esforcos de otimisza.
valor da assistencia anual so ha retiradas. plano de acao para suflerar produtividade vdo dc
ao desenvolvimento dos Nao devemos perder es- esses obstaculos. e efetiva- der decisivemente -
paises-memntbros da Orga- ea oportunidade de avan- mente direcionando todos seal envolvido
nizaCao para a Cnoperacao car, De outra forma. pode as recursos disponiveis pa- Fortanto, para o ox
e Desenvolvtmento Econ6- ria levar anos para quo se ra o aperfeioamrento da Programa Brasilere
mica (OCDE) a esses pat- acumulasse a impeto ne- produtividade. Melhoria da Frodutiv
se. cessario a novas negocia- 2 necessario, portanto, e necessAro que a pr

$ crucial que a solugao goes. Enquanto isso, 0 sis. que profissionais dessa ca- ma de dosmotivacto
para os problem as penden- tema sotreria crescente fa- tegora assumam a diroeyo estA ocorrendo com o

das empresas. A produtivi- brasileiro seja soluetors seja do Cato multiuate- diga contrao0pnadcfunda dade das empresas estatais Um processo de re-mral. Acordos bilatorais de um espectro cada vez Oa privadas depende deles. cadeia deve ser ini. dquanto a setores especifi- mais reduzido de especiali. e creio que o Pais sd sairi tre go v er no - em
cos podem parecer atraen- zacao por mejo do comer- da enorme dificuldade eco- sa-pessoas.
tes a curto prao. mas em cio. Hi muito em jogo para n6mica, a qual provoca Para snlqi;nir n n:
* rava mas C i 0 S e se pe I rmIta que a Roda- jmra sne c:Ise .:ceiIt se ma da d-mu .
as vamag que ccs- da U.-uguai termne incon- as ciasses r- resnra ivas esta Ocorrendo com a a
dos multilaterais apropria- clusivamente. de empresarios e politicos ia do povo brasieiro e
dos podem trazer a todos, engajarem-se num progra. seqiuentemente ter fei

AS iniciativas comerciais President do Bunco ma efetivo de ruelhoria da moihorias de produti
edguual~s Vet tVetIjRdej Mundlol. ArTigo escrio para produdvidade. de. uma pega que coast

crescente atenglo na Am& en. jornal. Ess- proposta estA coansi- fundamental, e um p



THE WORLD BANK/INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
DATE: January 29, 1991

TO: Mrs. Linda McLaughlin, EXC

FROM: Ciro Gamarra, LACSA

EXTENSION: 38721

SUBJECT: Article on Ronda Uruguay

The OP-ED story by Mr. Conable was sent to newspapers in Argentina,
Uruguay and Brazil. Attached you will find clippings from El Pais, the
largest newspaper in Uruguay and Clarin, also the largest newspaper in
Argentina, which published the article on Friday 25, and Sunday 27,
respectively. The article was also sent to Gazeta Mercantil in Sao Paulo.
I am including a news story sent by EFE News Agency about the article. We
distributed the article to EFE and other news wire services in Washington to
provide additional coverage.

cc: Messrs. Shakow, Cullen, Quijano, Lateef, Low
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CENTRO DE INFORMACION DE LAS NACIONES UNIDAS PARA ARGENTINA Y URUGUAY

JUNIN 1940 ler. PISO - BUENOS AIRES DIRECCION CABLEGRAFICA

TELEFONO 803-7671/7672 OMNIPRESS BUENOS AIRES

PUBLICACIONtt d( LOCALIDAD 0 7 rGr

PAGINAS/S FECHA 9

Un AnlIisis de Barber Conable, Presidente del Banco Mundial

Perjuicios Para Toda Amdrica Latina
El presidente -del Banco prometido respecto de estas los paiscs industriales cuestan 616n do sus prograrnas do re-

Mundial, PArber Conabie, ana- negociaciones representa un a Jos paises en desarrollo Io forma onoe convericimento do
liza. en este articolo quo es&i- reconocimento do Is valiosa cantidad de USS 100 000 nillo- ce no hay o dra forma de
bi6 especlalmente para EL contribuoi6n que ]a liberanza- nes en ingresos no perpibidos. m rar I productividad y a
PAlS, Ins problenas derivados cion del comercio ha hecho al Este monto representa el do ble tlciencia y garantizar el crecl
det fracaso an la Ronda Uru- crecimiento de la economia de los intereses que estos pal- mieinto oon6mico
gua del GATT. mundial a o largo de ms ce 40 ser pagan anualmente or Saria anvcrdad ironico que

Etracaso, el mes pasado en 35os. concepic do su Couda pub lica cuando Ainri ALatina de esos
Ilegar a un acuerdo sobre las Una Ronda Uryguay que externa. y e doble tambien del pasos con audacia y decisi6n,
reglaf para lograr una mayor concluya satisfactoriamente vYaor do la asistencia para el -ls poises industrial-s ieran iea
libraizaci~n del -comercio coniribuir6 a Ia reduccien adi- desarrollo que recilen cads espalda a su his~arico compro-
mundial es motivo de protunda cional de las barreras at co-. anlo de los paises miembros de . misc respecto del multilatera-
preocupacibn, espocialmente mercio, i is rointroducci6n de is Organizacion de Coopera- lisrmo y rehusaran reducir'.sus
equi. en Amrica Latina. regibn elementos de disciplna alli ,in.y Desariollo Economicos - barreras a cornercio. Toda
en la que lantos pais s han dondeBstosSehandebililaddy .(OCDE).- tendencia hacie el protecoco
emprendioo recientem-.te re- a Is adaptacidn del sistemi do 'Reviste Importancra funda- nismo hairA que aumente Is
formpsacon6ricas de gran al- comercid a las nueves reali- mental que las soluciones a los tensibn internacional y qua
cance. La inexitencia de unos dades econ6micas internaclo- problemas pendienteo en las disminuyan las perspectivas de
mnrr n roirinnila nei r 1 F Trn 9n dn iaflqn ng rjj;Igle "p, ¶ n ca- cre'imienlo de $. oconorn'
abiertos y que funcionen bion Uruguaytond ri en peligro ls r pinaven .lt auera-• .i..J L L iji
amenza& con menoscabar Ios perSpOtivas de crecimiento y Los acuerdos blateraies en mente pojudcal en Is actual
bereficios que puedari repor- prosperidad on todo el mundo, sectores especificos quizhs Qyuntura conomica recesio-
tar esos programas de ajuste. Es evidento que es a los pai- parezcan atractivos a corto Barber Ccnable niste que regrstran algunos im-

La Ronda Uruguay do nego- ses industriales a los que in- plazo. poro a plazo mis largo porantes paises
ciaciones comerciaies multia- curnbe la principal rosponsabi- diiuyen las ventajas que- unos ten S610 una solucion parcial a Adn cuando no se legueo a
terares, que iene ugar bajolos tidad de hacer que Ia Ronda acuerdos multlaterales ad- los problemas comerciales, y oingun acuerdo en las nego-
auspicios del Acuerdo General Uruguay concluya con 6xito. cuados brindan a todas las con elos se corre el riesgo. de ciaciones de la Ronda Uru-
sobne Aranceles Aduaneros y La diticilisima situaciOn en quo partes. discrirpinar On contra de JoS gvay, las obligaciones y los
Comercio (GATIT). represento se encuentran muchos psises Ulimamente, las iniciativas paises que no son parle on los acuerdos internacionaes ac-
la -empresa do esta indole mt en desarrollo, agobiados por comerciales regionales vienen mismos Desd luego, no son luales seguniran en vigor en
compleja e importante de la pesadas car as d: duda. cri- recibiendo aencibr, creciente buen sustituto de un sistema prinpipio. Ahora bien. existe el
historia, El hecho do quo ms siS ambientales y pobruza cr0- en Amnrica Latina. Si bien es- comercial multilieral abierto. grave peogro de que en ecO
1e 100f nftvi r hewn rnm- jj'y0 " y rimta suprema las iniciativas son imponantes especialmente en el mundo caso so iniciara urtproceso do

- - impQrnotai asurnir coOal- paa m pn i - -..-,-L. l tiiliti 0u i L04EII ielatiinfin roramninn r1n Inr
mente esa responsabilidad. cial qua no so adopten a ex- ia. - ' convenos multlatorales. La

e n calcuLacO que las Da- ensas aeI ILlesllJ AOn mde, oc probable quo pnlitic; rnrrrihal no nutrlr
rreras al coMnerrin Ariiclias por Los acuerdos rcionair 9 - los acuerdos regionales no dan permanecor inmivil, ya que os

resultas salslactorlos a rre- ,rtr-s: ts;iopuS;i Osmt
nos quo so apoyen en un Com- sicmpre buscardo proleccion.
promiso firme respecto de un Si no hay avance. to PEnco que
sistema multilateral de normas hay e retroceso, -, , -
y disciplina. Por lodas estas No debemos desperdiciar
razones, el reto primordial que. .esta oportunidaC de avanzar.
entrnia i cornunidad ierona- De lo contrario, puede Ilevar
cional en el campo del conior- anos volver a adquirir el irnpul-
cio sigut el que Ia Rorda Uru- 5; necesario para >celebrar

GUay termino con exito- ;, ,nuevas negociaciones. Mien-
indudablomante, el avarnce tras tnLto, al sistema atravesa-

hacia un cornercio mai libre y ria dificultades y tensiones ca-
mercados competthvos repre. da vez mayores. en un entorno
sertarA en muchos passes Ia do oportunidadios cada vez
aparicion de tensiones en cier- m~s rducidas para la especta-
tas pautas ostab!ecidas en la lizacion a traves del cornerclo.
iridustria y a utilizacin de la Hay demasiado en juego comro
mano de obra. A pesar de cie, pza permitir que Is Rorida
las nacicnes latimoacricanas Uruguaytermine sin resultados
Inuen adelante en'le apalit- decis -
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ydesarrollo
El fracaso, en dicirmbre. en llegar a un acuerdo - -B-

.obre las reglas para lograr una mayor liberalizacion Ecribe Barber B. Conoble
del comercio mundial ets motivo de profunda preocu- -
paci5n. eeg mente aqut, en America latina, reglon -forma de rnejorar la productividad y la efidcncisy -
en la que tantos palsee han emprendido recientemcntc garantizar el crecirniento economleo.
reformar. ecnncmlcas de grai alcance. La inexlstencta Scria en verdad irdnico quo cuando, Arerica atinN
de unos mercadot internacionales abiertos y que fun- da esos pasos con audacia y deci6n, io, pnfses Indus-
clonen bien amenazarA con menoscabar los benefivios trialcs dworan I& espald- a u histdrico comprumao
quepuedan trirtreos programas de ajusM. respecto del multiiateralsrno y rehuwarin reducir sus

La Ronda Uruguay de negociaciones comerciUles barrers at comcrcio. Toda tendencia hacia el protec-
multilOcralps, que tiene lagar con la auspiios dei clan smo hnar que aumente a tenIon Internactonal y
Acuerdo General sobre Aranvclcs Adunnro- y Comer- que dlsmlnuyAn las perspectiva de crecmento du It -
cio (CATT), rcpresenta la empresa de eta indole rnAs e<onoina mundial. sto sera epecinhnente perjudi-
compleae inportante do la historia. El hecho de que c[aL en la actual cyuntura economica recionfta que
mis de 100 paims .* hayan cornprometido reapecto de registren algunos Impodantes pt.
estas negociacion-s repreenta un reconocirniento de Aun cuando no se lleguc a ringOn acuerdo en las
la valiosa contribuci6n que lA beraltzae6n del comer. -negetacioncs de la Ronda Uruguay, la-. oiligacones y-
cio ha hccho al crecamLento do la economfa mundisl a los acuerdos intcrnacionadea actuals seirant en v--
lo Iargo de rndi de o sac. gor er principLo. Ahora bien, ex.e el grave pcllg de

Una Ronda Uriguay que concluya satlafuctorla- que en ese catse v iniclara un proceso de deteriuro
mente contribuiri a la reduccidn aliional de las ba- progrmolv de los convenios nultllatcralrs La polftica
rreras at cornejrio, a Ia reintroduccion de elenentos de comercial no puede perrnanecer inmd.vil ya quo los Prv~ideate dl fan
disciplina emli dirte estos se han debilLado y a Ia Intere-csc; especiales estin aiermpre buscanda protei- Mundial, Barber 5.
aVlaptaclon del sistema do comercie a las nuevaa reali- aide- Si no hay avance. lo nica que hayes retrocesO. , CoNbe ofmo quo 9
dades econdmIcas Internalconales. El fracaso de la - No debemos dcsperdicar esta oportunidad de fracoso de [a Rondc
Ronda Uruguay pondria en peligro las pespectIvas de avanzar. De lo contrario, puele levar anos volver a Uruguay parjudicor6 a los
crecirnionto y proeperidad en tode l mnundo, ' - adquirir el impulso necesario para celebrar nuevas poises en desorrollo". 8

Es evidente quO e a los paises industriales a los negoclaciones Mientras tanto. el sistema atruvesaria ,a
quo incuibe la principal rvIponiabilidad de hacer que .- ificultades y temaiones cada vez mayores. en un entoe paet100.000tmoe en
la Ronda Uruguay concluya dn 4xito. La dificillsima no d(e oportunidadcs cada vez mds retlucdas para u Sa 100.000 rnones e n
situacidn en qce s ercuentran muchos pelsos en dea- especialbracOn a travos dcl conercio. ngrac no perti
rrollo, agobiados por pc.sada.d cargas de deuda. cri$s
aabientales y pobreza crdnica. have que revista suprc-
ma importancla el asurir cabalmente esa fesponsabb

dad.
'&Se ha calkulado quo las barreras al comercto erigi-

da por ioe ised indstriales cuestan a los pafs.n en
desarrollo la cantidad de 100.000 minllones de dlarrs -
en Ingresos no prrcitdo. Este monto reprecenta el
doble de los Intersea que esto pagan anunlocnte por
concepto de su deuda pubbc exaerna y el doble tarn-
bien del valor do Ia asictencIa para el desarrollo que
recliben cada ano de los paices mrnembros de Is Organt-
zacion de Coopermicn y Desarrollo Economieos.

Rcvitto Importancia fundamirnVntal que las soludo-
nes a Los prohmun pendienfes en las nr-goclacLones
tcngan un caricter pticnmente multilateral. Los
acuerdos bilaterales en sectores espcciicas Quiz4 pa-
rezcan atractivos a cort o PThiO, pa tA plazo mise largo
diluyen las vcrtsjsnA quo unos acuerdot multilaterales
adCcuados brindan a todan 13s partes.

Ultimamonte, las iniciativas comerelates reglona-
les vnen recibiendo aten6ln creclente en Amarnlea
latinn. Si bieft ectAs iniiativas son 'importantes para
rnuthos paises. cs esencial que no se adopten a expon-
sa5 del multtlateraiismo. Lor aeuerdos regionnLeA ofre-
cen sold una solucifn parcial a los problenas corner-
ciles. y con llos s core el rieso do dicrImnlar en
contrie delos paises quc no son parte en los mismios
Desde lueg, no eon buen sustituto de un sistena co-
merctal mult ibv terttl abk-rto, especialmentt en eA mun-
do actual, al tdrmino do la gera fria.

Aun mfA. ts probable que los acuerdos regionales
no den resultados latisfactorlos a menos qua se apoyen
en un compeomviniso firmae respo-cto de un aistomna multi'
lateral de normas y disc!iplina. Por todas es tas razonce,
el reto prrnordia qua enfrenta la comundad interna-
cional en el campo del comerco sigue siendo el que )a
fHonda Uruguay termine con exito,

Indudablemente, el avance heels un conerclo mie
libre y mercados competitlvos representarA en muchos
paas la apar n de tenstunes en ciertas pautas eta-
bkcidas en la industria y la utilizsejn de la mano di
obra. A psar de ello, las naCiOnes latinoametrcanas
siguen adelante in la apllcacin de sus programas de
refortmia, en el convencirmkento de que no bay otra
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GATT
PANCO-MUNDIAL ADVTFRTF RIFSRO FRACASO RONDlA URURUAY

Washington, 25 ene (EFE).- El Banco Mundial (PM) advierte de
Ins riesgos que tendria para las naciones de America Latina in
fracaso de las negodiaciones de Ia Ronda Uruguay sobre comercio-y
aranceles y exhorta a lograr el ewito de tales conversaciones
muIltilaterales.

La situarion "es motivo de profunda preocupacion,
especialmente aqui, en America Latina", senala el presidente del
PM, el estadounidense Barber Conable, en in artiCulo para la
prensa facilitado hoy a EFF.

Numerosos paises de la region "han emprendido recientemente
reformas economicas de gran alcarice. La inexistencia de unos
mercados internacionales ahiertos y que fincionen hien amenazara
con menospreciar Ins heneficios que puedan Aportar esos programas
de ajuste", destacA ConAbe.

"Seria en verdad ironico que ruando America Latina da esos
pasos, con atidacia y decision, Ins paises induistriales dieran la
espalda a stu historico cornpromiso respecto del multilateralismo y
rehusaran reducir sus barreras al comercin", anAde.

"Toda tendencia l protecrionismo hera que aumente la tension
internacional y que dismunuyan las perspectivas de erecimiento de,
]a economiA mundial. Esto seria especialmente perjudicial en Ia
actual coytintura enonomica recesionista que registran algunos-
importantes paises", opina el presidente del BM.

Las. negociaciones - patrocinadas por. el_ Acuerdo General sobre,
A Panceles _Aduaneros -y-Comercio. GATT) comenzaron en A986_y debian-
terminar en Bruselas en diciembre pasado, pero el enfrentamiento
entre las naciones productoras agricolas -con fuerte respaldo de
Estados Unidos- y la Comunidad Europea impidieron su finalizacionA

Actuaimente se hacen gestiones en la sede del GATT en Ginebra
para desb]loquear la Ronda Uriguay, proyectada para convert i rse en
el instrumento interni-tonal que garantirce el crecimiento del
comercin mundial en un ambito de estabilidad durante esta decada y
el sigln XXI.

"Re ha calculado que las harreras al comercio erigidas por los
paises industriales cuestan a las naciones en desarrollo 100.000
millones de dolares en ingresos no percibidos", eshrihio Conable.

"Ese monto representa el dohle de los intereses que estos
paises pagan anualmente en concepto de su deuda publica exterior y
al, dohle tambien del valor de la aistencia facilitada anualmente
por la Organizacion para Ia Cooperacion y el Desarrollo
Economicos", agrega.

Fl presidente del PM advierte que en caso de malograrse la
oportunidad de la Ronda Uruguay pasaran anos antes de encontrarse
Una nueva coyuntura favorable y existe el grave peligro de que
entre tanto se inicie un proceso de deterioro progresivo de los
convenios multilaterales. FEE

frb/ese/egn/frl

01/25/17-11/91
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BANK PRESS RELEASE NO. 91/519 Contact: Peter Riddleberger
(202) 473-1786

Press Statement of

Barber B. Conable
President, The World Bank

WASHINGTON, December 18, 1990 -- I welcome recent moves to revive
the GATT negotiations on trade liberalization. The liberalization of trade
has been one of the main motors of world economic growth for more than 40
years, and the potential failure of the talks in Brussels has jeopardized
future prospects for growth.

Many developing countries, already struggling with debt burdens,
environmental crises and chronic p'overty, have made difficult political and
economic choices in their efforts to liberalize their trade regimes.
Recognizing the potential gains from more open economies, they have
demonstrated an increasing commitment to trade liberalization. It is a
cruel irony that the industrial countries which dominate world trade have,
so far, lacked the political will to conclude the negotiations positively.

Industrial country trade barriers are estimated to cost
developing countries $100 billion in foregone income. This amount is twice
the interest paid annually by developing countries on their public external
debt, and is twice the annual OECD official development assistance.

All countries benefit from a liberalized world trading system.
The failure of industrial countries to agree to open markets further and
fortify the GATT system is short-sighted. Removal of agricultural trade
barriers alone would raise the combined income of industrial countries by
more than $50 billion a year -- the same amount they spend on aid.
Similarly, the removal of restrictions on trade in textiles and clothing
would yield significant benefits to industrial countries. Developing
countries would gain considerably from liberalization of world trade in
these areas.

The countries of Eastern Europe would be major beneficiaries of
freer trade. A new, more liberal trade agreement is needed to bolster
their efforts to carry out sweeping economic and political reforms and to
integrate their economies into the world economy.

Regional systems offer only a partial solution and are no
alternative to a multilateral trading system, especially in the post-Cold
War world. The trend toward protectionism will increase international
tension and diminish prospects for world economic growth.

I urge all GATT participants to reach agreement swiftly and
decisively. Too much is at stake for the Uruguay Round to be~allowed to
end inconclusively.
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BRIEFING NOTE FOR MR. CONABLE ON THE BRUSSELS MEETING OF THE
URUGUAY ROUND (DECEMBER 3-7)

The background

1. The Ministers went to Brussels with very little decided,

making their task difficult from the outset.

2. Agriculture dominated discussions in the run-up to

Brussels and at the Brussels meeting itself. Other important

issues also required attention, however, including trade in

services, safeguards, intellectual property rights, trade-related

investment measures, subsidies, anti-dumping, textiles and

clothing, and the use of balance-of-payments measures by developing

countries.

3. On all the non-agricultural issues, there was progress or

signs of movement. If agriculture had been settled, it is likely

that everything else would have been as well.

4. On agriculture itself, the distance was probably not as

great as it might have looked. Both the EC and the US almost

certainly could have moved more if the negotiations had not broken

up.
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Why the failure in agriculture?

5. Four main considerations:

a) Misunderstandings, bad organization -- essentially

procedural failures;

b) Complacency -- the idea that, in the end, negotiators

always agree;

c) Perverse brinkmanship -- thinking that the negotiations

could be carried on beyond Brussels;

d) The EC and US may not have thought agreement was

important enough to make the trade-offs necessary.

What kind of results can we hope for?

6. The Brussels fiasco has lowered expectations. If there are

agreements reached, they will probably be broad-based but not as

liberalizing as could have been possible. However, in virtually

all areas, things were shaping up in a way that leads to the

conclusion that the modest results that should be attainable are

better than no agreement.
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What are the consequences of a failed Uruguay Round?

- In general:

7. Creeping deterioration rather than imminent crises:

a) Protectionist lobbies will be strengthened, more disputes

will erupt, but it will be their cumulative effect that

is most telling for trade. Over time, heightened

protectionism, reduced trading opportunities and reduced

growth. Diminished prospects for a healthy world economy;

b) There will be systemic decline, a readier resort to

administered trade, market sharing, and less respect for

multilateral norms and due process;

c) Unilateral armament might take hold -- the temptation in

the US to renew Super 301, and for the EC to invent their

own 301.

d) There may be a tendency to fall for the fallacy that

regional free trade arrangements are a viable alternative

to multilateralism. However, any conceivable

configuration of trading blocs would cover less than half

current world trade flows. Regionalism may be
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inevitable, but it is at best a complement to the

multilateral trading system.

- For developing countries in particular:

8. The smallest and weakest countries will be at the

greatest disadvantage:

a) The wide range of market access improvements on offer in

the Uruguay Round, of benefit to developing country

exporters, will probably disappear. This would be

particularly important in some specific areas, such as

MFA elimination and improved and more secure access for

agricultural exports. The developing countries'

unilateral liberalization efforts would have a reduced

payoff;

b) The trade liberalization efforts of developing countries

will be at greater risk -- often fragile anyway. It will

become harder to hold the line. For the Bank, effective

support of trade liberalization efforts in developing

countries will be rendered more difficult. All this

reduces efficiency, growth and development -- real

economic costs;
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c) A generalized threat to the principle of non-

discrimination, the cornerstone of the multilateral

trading system upon which so much depends. The rules-

based system will become increasingly power-based, with

obvious disadvantages for developing countries.

What kind of scenario can we envisage?

9. There is an overwhelming case for finishing the Uruguay

Round before the expiry of the US "fast-track" negotiating

authority -- effectively March 1. Any scenario calling for fast-

track extension is very risky. Besides, there is a real problem of

diminishing political momentum.

10. It would be dangerous to wait for the recently promised

reforms of the EC's Common Agricultural Policy. Who knows when

they will actually come into being?



THE WORLD BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION / MIGA
DFFICE MEMORANDUM

DATE: December 11, 1990

TO: Barber B. Conable, President

FROM: Jean Baneth, Director, Geneva Office

SUBJECT: Failure at Brussels

1. This is one of those rare occasions when I believe that, in accordance
with my terms of reference, I must report to you directly. You may wish
to glance at the attached seven page report I prepared for general
circulation; but this note summarizes its main findings.

2. What issues precipitated the failure? Agriculture is the main one, two
percent of OECD GDP, less than what may be lost in a couple of years
if growth declines because of trade conflictst Both parties to this dispute
have carefully publicized that they have painted themselves into opposite
negotiating positions which are now very difficult to modify. To the ample
press reports on this issue, I only want to add that the EC offer
constitutes a bigger departure from present policy than many seem to
have realized. The proposed subsidy reduction seems to be in nominal
terms: small relative to the present, but huge relative to where present
policies would bring subsidies fairly soon.

3. But also services. The US had vetoed an agreement by rejecting the
Aost Favored Nation (MFN) clause. Europe, and even some developing
countries, are now pretty keen on multilateral liberalization of services
trade. More important, however, is that they see the US position as a
sign of refusal to abandon unilateral trade pressures. The US position
seems to have softened at Brussels, but the conflict is unresolved.

4. As are many other conflicts at many levels between many overlapping
groups, even if these are milder, and the battle-lines more blurred.
Pressure not to let agriculture and services stand in the way might have
become irresistible if all else had been fully settled. To use the logjam
metaphor, many other logs are locked together behind the main barrage.

5. Who caused failure? The US and the EC, jointly. They are the freest
traders of all (except only for Hong-Kong and Singapore). Yet they are
responsible, because together they could have demanded and obtained
success, which is not the case for any other combination of partners.
6. What caused failure? Misunderstanding of the other's position;
misreading by the US of the strength of European solidarity over
agricultural policy; failure to exploit potential internal EC divisions by
sticking to extreme demands unacceptable to any EC member; misuse
of a negotiating process that postponed the settlement of bilateral issues
to a multilateral conference; mistake, perhaps, of a whole concept that
tried to cram too many immensely complicated issues into a single
negotiating cycle.



7. Above all, failure of free trade interests to mobilize themselves and
public opinions. Within GATT negotiations, every trade liberalizing step
is a "concession", made solely to extract similar concessions from others.
The failure of politicians and commentators has been to allow the public
debate also to take this form, and also to present trade liberalization
measures as sacrifices "we" make to please "them".

8. What now? Chances to settle outstanding issues through technical
talks in Geneva are precisely nil. Plenty of technical issues remain, on
which one can make progress, but the main sticking points are political.
One more political effort by US and European leaders is possible, even
likely. The EC may well make specific commitments on export subsidies
and market access ("rebalancing"), but only within the broad framework
of the present overall subsidy reduction proposal. If so, political
settlement would require major US departures from present positions.
You know better than I whether this is likely in the next two months.

9. If the "fast-track" deadline goes, the cold war in trade will get even
colder. With trade skirmishes and retaliations, all will suffer. Fastest might
be the rise in the costs of European agricultural policies, even if they
are at first disguised, and rendered more palatable, by rising food aid
needs the world over, particularly in East Europe and the USSR.

10. Costs will also mount in terms of greater uncertainty, lower invest-
ment, slower growth, and a spread of non-cooperation to other areas.
At first, their relationship to protectionism may not be clear enough for
greater good will to be rapidly promoted. Nevertheless, gradual realiza-
tion of these costs, and of the internal arguments for reform, may help
the process back on track. The biennial Ministerial meetings, one of the
few Uruguay Round agreements which will presumably hold, may then
be used to move along the process. But, unless the next three months are
seized by the political powers, it will be a long and difficult wait.
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SUBJECT: Uruguay Round

For information.
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TO: See Distribution Below

FROM: Jean Baneth, SPRGE ( JEAN BANETH AT Al AT PARIS
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DATE: December 10, 1990

TO: GATT group

FROM: Jean Baneth, Director, Geneva Office

EXTENSION: 733 2120 / direct line: * 80 88

SUBJECT: Uruguay Round: Inquisitio post mortem

From misunderstanding to failure

1. While failure was predictable, and indeed predicted, the
outcome was about the worst possible. Why then was the process
allowed to come to this end? Why were thousands of delegates
and hangers-on -- including two hundred Cabinet ministers --
assembled and millions spent on waiting for Godot? Or, for that
matter, why did the Bank send two observers (and the Fund six)?
With all signs clearly pointing to inability to come to agreement,
why was the likely outcome not more sharply spotlighted, and
thereby perhaps avoided? One must at least speculate about
these questions, if only to avoid a repetition of such a non-event.

2. Those reporting did not lack technical expertise. On the
contrary, perhaps they had an excess of it. They focussed ex-
clusively on the growing clarity of understanding of the technical
differences between the parties, and may have neglected the
absence of political processes likely to bring about agreement.
Too much faith was also attached to false similarities with the
past; the "there always was a crisis before there was agreement"
school helped detract attention from the onrush of crisis, and thus
helped governments avoid focussing on resolving it.

3. But there are deeper causes. Despite five years' wrangling,
neither the public nor politicians have come to understand the
other party's point of view. This is true in small things: for the
US Government, negotiators, press and public, the expiry of the
"fast-track" negotiating authority is an unmovable terminal point
all must respect. To Europeans, it is one of the parliamentary
deadlines all democracies must face, or postpone, as needs arise
and opportunities command. "We must reach an agreement this
week, I repeat this weak", said Carla Hill. "So the US has a
Congress", said EC delegates. "We twelve have thirteen Parlia-
ments"

4. The press has proclaimed ad nauseam that Brussels showed up
a failure of political will. Yet both the EC and the US are now



congratulating themselves on the strengths of their political will,
on their ability to hold close to their original proposals. The
failures were at many levels:

- failure to understand that the other will not yield (this
barely applies to the EC, but very much to the US and its
agricultural allies);
- failure of the negotiating process, in particular failure to
use the time between last summer's ineffective Trade
Negotiating Committee (TNC) meeting and December to
move bilateral issues forward bilaterally;
- failure to confront domestic sectional interests, beginning
with failure to match highly effective sectional protectionist
propaganda with intelligent campaigns to explain the true
collective interest to domestic public opinions;
- above all, failure to visualize the implications of failure

Beating plowshares into trade weapons: equal levels or equal
changes in agriculture?

5. Nowhere is the misunderstanding and the shared sense of
genuine grievance greater than in agriculture - two percent of
DECD GDP, but allowed to become a huge issue. The US,
Australia and some members of the Cairns group genuinely feel
that the imbalance between the relatively open markets in
manufactures and the relatively closed ones in agriculture must be
corrected now. This, by definition, means a much bigger step in
agriculture than in other fields.

6. The EC (and those hiding behind it, including most other
Europeans, the Japanese and Koreans) genuinely feel that their
overall proposals amount to a greater move towards liberalization
than those of their partners. They too want to restore balance;
but not in terms of the degree of restrictiveness of the various
areas of trade, but in terms of the extent of liberalization moves
now to be made, in all fields together. They also want some
recognition for being the world's biggest importers of agricultural
commodities (the EC as a group, Japan as a country), both in
total value and as a share of food consumption.

7. Critics point out that the EC offer of 30 percent subsidy
reduction is only half that, from the present level. True, says the
EC; but "binding" is the name of the game in GATT negotiations,
and that is what we now offer. Moreover, it adds, it is offering a
radical departure from its present agricultural policy: a thirty
percent reduction in the nominal value of agricultural subsidies is
bound to bring all forms of such subsidies well below where they
would otherwise have climbed in the next few years. The Commis-
sion says this sotto voce, with the hope that the US will read its
lips, while European farmers do not overhear.

8. In the event, the farmers are the ones who best understood the
message, and demonstrated 30 000 strong against the Commission.
The EC fears that its offer is already straining the limits of socio-
political acceptability. This point was stressed by the Ministers,



speaking of "human dimension" (Belgium), "multiple objectives"
(Norway) and the need to avoid civil strife, last seen (Denmark)
in the 16th century. Danish and British Ministers were put
forward precisely to reduce expectations of a break-up of the EC
common front. Yet some of their trading partners clung to that
hope beyond reason, expecting Chancellor Kohl, having won his
elections, to make a spectacular about-face and push France into
a major policy change.

9. This was a multilayered miscalculation. France is inches, not
miles, away from other member countries on agriculture. As well,
European solidarity is least likely to break under external pres-
sure. By demanding concessions far in excess of what any EC
member was willing to yield, the US never even came close to
testing European solidarity... John Grummer, the UK Minister of
Agriculture, not enamored of the Common Agricultural Policy,
said that the US had "rather like the old British attitude, that if
you speak English loudly enough abroad, everybody will under-
stand you".

10. The Europeans seem to have held no false expectation of a
US retreat in agriculture. They were just prepared to wait out the
offensive in their defensive trenches. Protectionist forces are
unafraid of potential retaliation, because it would actually streng-
then their positions. Free traders are weakened by the confronta-
tional climate: no one wants to appear to sacrifice European
farmers to foreign pressure.

Few assured accords yet in other fields

11. Agriculture was not the only area of contention. Almost
equally serious was the disagreement about services. The US,
having initiated the push for a multilateral agreement on services,
then claimed exemption from the Most Favored Nation (MFN)
clause, in effect refusing to subject itself to multilateral rules on
services. It said it needs leverage to force recalcitrants to open
their markets to service imports as much as it has opened its own.
Others are unanimous in refusing to abandon MFN. Some, in
particular the EC, proclaim they are no less open than the US to
services imports. Many suspect that if the US had its way,
bilateral negotiations ostensibly dealing with services might also be
used to pry out benefits in other areas too. There are indications
of a softening of the US position in the last hours of the Brussels
meeting, but in such a many-ringed circus it is difficult to ascertain
how much, if anything, has been actually achieved.

12. In Trade Related Investment Measures (TRIMS) US negotiat-
ors propose that all government measures influencing investment
decisions be prohibited. Few developing and not all industrial
countries are willing to accept sweeping restrictions on domestic
investment policy tools. Some even wonder how the US position
is to be reconciled with that on the intangibility of existing
legislation, notably at State and local levels. There is also genuine
concern about the opportunities for litigation and protectionism



that would be opened up by an intrusive international agreement.

13. Even in areas reportedly close to agreement, like market
access, textiles and clothing, or tropical products, intellectual
property or anti-dumping, major differences remained. Many
delegations must have seriously questioned whether the conces-
sions needed to reach agreement were truly preferable to remain-
ing without agreement. In some areas, EC and US positions,
though separate, have broadly similar thrusts. In textiles and
clothing, they propose forward movement so slow that close
observation may show it to be actually backward. In antidumping
and other rules, they aim at facilitating legalized intervention
against "disruptive" imports.

14. Other disagreements do not easily fall into 'free trade" or
'protectionist" categories but are none the less serious. They
concern (inter alia) intellectual property (the disputes on the
strength of patent protection constitute a fracture along develop-
ed-developing country lines, while that on its inception, at the
time of invention or that of filing, pit the US against other
industrial countries, as do those on geographical names and on
audio-visual programs.

The greatest ever (and most visible) non-participation by develop-
ing countries

15. Developing countries were sharply disappointed. Not that they
were necessarily all that keen on trade liberalization themselves.
The Bank may somewhat flatter itself if it thinks that free trade
has now become fully popular. Even the EC's proposal greatly to
liberalize the import of tropical products was greeted with more
dismay than rejoicing, simply because more developing countries
are inside the ACP group than outside it, and EC liberalization
would weaken the benefits they now draw from preferences. Many
a Minister may have felt more relief at the thought that no battle
now needed to be fought on intellectual property, investment
measures, subsidies or even market access, than chagrin at the
failure to reach agreement.

16. Moreover, in some ways paralleling one of the agricultural
misunderstandings, industrial countries say that the time has come
for liberalization levels to brought more closely together. The
Europeans have been the most vocal exponents of this 'a fair
ride, not a free ride" position. Even the most free-trading develop-
ing countries say that bygone measures are bygone, and only new
liberalization measures should be matched by new measures. They
also want 'recognition" for recent but unbound liberalization steps
(in addition to "credit" for bound ones); while other developing
countries insist on "special and differentiated" rights to maintain
restrictions.

17. Yet developing countries came in strength. Fifty delegates
from Korea, three Cabinet Ministers each from Indonesia and
Thailand, delegations from Bangla Desh and Malawi, which, while



small, nevertheless probably absorbed half their annual travel
budgets. Most of these developing country delegations (and also
those from some smaller industrial countries) spent their time
asking each other and observers whether they knew what was
going on (usually, no). They were frustrated and angry, not just at
having wasted their time, but at their lack of influence having
been made so obvious. They will be most reluctant to return to
any meeting until they are assured that they will be truly involved
in discussing main issues: not an easy precondition to meet, given
current GATT mechanisms.

What now? no bang, but a long whimper.

18. What now? In my memorandum of 21 November, I wrote in
conclusion:

" The Community will almost certainly not advance much
"beyond its current offer, except perhaps on "rebalancing";
"and it may be politically inexpeditious for others to back
'down in the next two weeks. All-out subsidy war between
"potential allies in a bloodier war is also unlikely. My bet
"is on continued negotiation, with or without agreement on
"a broad framework including some stand-still commitment.
"That may also be quite consistent with the state of the
"negotiations in other areas".

This expectation still holds, with some further lowering of op-
timism. Negotiations continue at the "technical level". For many
months, everyone has been convinced that key political decisions
were needed to overcome divergences. This need has not suddenly
disappeared, while material arrangements for meeting it have
become much more difficult.

19. The EC Commission has given faint but unmistakable signals
that it would like to move its agricultural offer slightly, reducing
its demands for "rebalancing" and firming up a commitment to
reduce export subsidies; however, keeping the total package within
the broad framework of the original offer. Moreover, this offer is
subject to movement in other fields, including services (where the
onus is on the US), antidumping and rules.

20. These are not insurmountable differences. They (and others)
represent a different, and much lower, order of difficulty than the
chasms in agriculture and services. They are important mostly
because they mean that the immediate recompense of political
courage and sacrifice in those two main areas would be another
set of arduous negotiations, not final agreement.

21. If the EC moves no more than I expect, what about the
others? The Cairns group is least able to bear an agricultural
subsidy war, and in fact regionalism is not much of an alternative
for it (Japan and Korea are even more adamant on agriculture
than the EC, and the US is not much of a market for it). They
will not stand in the way of an EC-US agreement; but will not
actively facilitate it.



22. Domestic politics are at least as strong an obstacle to the US
reducing its agricultural demands than to the EC's acceding to
them. I see very slim prospects for agreement; and almost none
for agreement in time for taking the fast track in the US Con-
gress. I should add, though, that while my colleague, Piritta Sorsa,
shares my analysis, she is more optimistic in her assessment of
prospects.

23. So a trade war in March? It is not as if old agreements were
suddenly to expire. The EC will reinforce the Commission's
authority to take trade restrictive measures (calling them "retaliat-
ory"). There will be minor forays and localized skirmishes; but the
ultimate weapons will be mostly held in check. At most a cold
war.

24. Yet this is not an optimistic scenario. The greatest obstacle to
agreement in Brussels was that the large countries felt under little
pressure to compromise, because the consequences of failure did
not seem particularly stark. The alternative to agreement is still
not a clean wound, easily perceived by all: it is the aggravation of
a pernicious disease. What form it will take nobody can forecast,
nor its exact gravity; nor can one disprove now expectations of
immunity now held by some, the EC and the US in particular.

25. Trade is amazingly resilient in the face of known obstacles,
even if they are sizeable. Uncertainty, on the other hand, is very
bad for it, and the essence of cold wars is uncertainty. It will
deter not only trade, but also investment, particularly when
combined with the other major uncertainty, that of exchange rates.
As this impact is less clearly identifiable than that of a clear trade
war, it may also be less easily realized by politicians, and generate
less clear-cut reactions. It may drag on, and lead not to a crash,
but to a whimpering slow-down.

26. Unavoidable? not really. But a realistic analysis of the likely
consequences of the present course of action is the firs prere-
quisite for avoiding them. Cassandra is more useful than Polyanna.
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Press Statement of

Barber B. Conable
President, The World Bank

WASHINGTON, December 18, 1990 -- I welcome recent moves to revive
the GATT negotiations on trade liberalization. The liberalization of trade
has been one of the main motors of world economic growth for more than 40
years, and the potential failure of the talks in Brussels has jeopardized
future prospects for growth.

Many developing countries, already struggling with debt burdens,
environmental crises and chronic p'overty, have made difficult political and
economic choices in their efforts to liberalize their trade regimes.
Recognizing the potential gains from more open economies, they have
demonstrated an increasing commitment to trade liberalization. It is a
cruel irony that the industrial countries which dominate world trade have,
so far, lacked the political will to conclude the negotiations positively.

Industrial country trade barriers are estimated to cost
developing countries $100 billion in foregone income. This amount is twice
the interest paid annually by developing countries on their public external
debt, and is twice the annual OECD official development assistance.

All countries benefit from a liberalized world trading system.
The failure of industrial countries to agree to open markets further and
fortify the GATT system is short-sighted. Removal of agricultural trade
barriers alone would raise the combined income of industrial countries by
more than $50 billion a year -- the same amount they spend on aid.
Similarly, the removal of restrictions on trade in textiles and clothing
would yield significant benefits to industrial countries. Developing
countries would gain considerably from liberalization of world trade in
these areas.

The countries of Eastern Europe would be major beneficiaries of
freer trade. A new, more liberal trade agreement is needed to bolster
their efforts to carry out sweeping economic and political reforms and to
integrate their economies into the world economy.

Regional systems offer only a partial solution and are no
alternative to a multilateral trading system, especially in the post-Cold
War world. The trend toward protectionism will increase international
tension and diminish prospects for world economic growth.

I urge all GATT participants to reach agreement swiftly and
decisively. Too much is at stake for the Uruguay Round to beallowed to
end inconclusively.
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DATE: 14-Dec-1990 11:04am

TO: Alexander Shakow ( ALEXANDER SHAKOW )

FROM: Sven Sandstrom, EXC ( SVEN SANDSTROM

EXT.: 81138

SUBJECT: Press statement on GATT

Alex,

Mr Conable is very keen to get out a strong statement on the GATT
Uruguay Round and is concerned that the more we wait the less
attention it will get. Carla Hills also called him last night
urging him to "say something".

You/Ron(?) should try to use the points he made in his meeting
yesterday with you and Tim. Such as importance of trade
liberalization.. for everyone, both developed and developing
countries.. important for economic growth and efficiency which is
our business, so we will continue to press.. importance of
agriculture for developing countries.. importance of multilateral
collaboration.. the break strengthens hands of those who resist
trade liberalization.. etc

Sven

CC: Paul Isenman ( PAUL ISENMAN
CC: Ronald C. Duncan ( RONALD C. DUNCAN
CC: Timothy Cullen ( TIMOTHY CULLEN )
CC: Linda Jean McLaughlin ( LINDA JEAN MCLAUGHLIN )
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BRIEFING NOTE FOR MR. CONABLE ON THE BRUSSELS MEETING OF THE
URUGUAY ROUND (DECEMBER 3-7)

The background

1. The Ministers went to Brussels with very little decided,

making their task difficult from the outset.

2. Agriculture dominated discussions in the run-up to

Brussels and at the Brussels meeting itself. Other important

issues also required attention, however, including trade in

services, safeguards, intellectual property rights, trade-related

investment measures, subsidies, anti-dumping, textiles and

clothing, and the use of balance-of-payments measures by developing

countries.

3. On all the non-agricultural issues, there was progress or

signs of movement. If agriculture had been settled, it is likely

that everything else would have been as well.

4. On agriculture itself, the distance was probably not as

great as it might have looked. Both the EC and the US almost

certainly could have moved more if the negotiations had not broken

up.
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Why the failure in agriculture?

5. Four main considerations:

a) Misunderstandings, bad organization -- essentially

procedural failures;

b) Complacency -- the idea that, in the end, negotiators

always agree;

c) Perverse brinkmanship -- thinking that the negotiations

could be carried on beyond Brussels;

d) The EC and US may not have thought agreement was

important enough to make the trade-offs necessary.

What kind of results can we hope for?

6. The Brussels fiasco has lowered expectations. If there are

agreements reached, they will probably be broad-based but not as

liberalizing as could have been possible. However, in virtually

all areas, things were shaping up in a way that leads to the

conclusion that the modest results that should be attainable are

better than no agreement.
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What are the consequences of a failed Uruguay Round?

- In general:

7. Creeping deterioration rather than imminent crises:

a) Protectionist lobbies will be strengthened, more disputes

will erupt, but it will be their cumulative effect that

is most telling for trade. Over time, heightened

protectionism, reduced trading opportunities and reduced

growth. Diminished prospects for a healthy world economy;

b) There will be systemic decline, a readier resort to

administered trade, market sharing, and less respect for

multilateral norms and due process;

c) Unilateral armament might take hold -- the temptation in

the US to renew Super 301, and for the EC to invent their

own 301.

d) There may be a tendency to fall for the fallacy that

regional free trade arrangements are a viable alternative

to multilateralism. However, any conceivable

configuration of trading blocs would cover less than half

current world trade flows. Regionalism may be
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inevitable, but it is at best a complement to the

multilateral trading system.

- For developing countries in particular:

8. The smallest and weakest countries will be at the

greatest disadvantage:

a) The wide range of market access improvements on offer in

the Uruguay Round, of benefit to developing country

exporters, will probably disappear. This would be

particularly important in some specific areas, such as

MFA elimination and improved and more secure access for

agricultural exports. The developing countries'

unilateral liberalization efforts would have a reduced

payoff;

b) The trade liberalization efforts of developing countries

will be at greater risk -- often fragile anyway. It will

become harder to hold the line. For the Bank, effective

support of trade liberalization efforts in developing

countries will be rendered more difficult. All this

reduces efficiency, growth and development -- real

economic costs;
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c) A generalized threat to the principle of non-

discrimination, the cornerstone of the multilateral

trading system upon which so much depends. The rules-

based system will become increasingly power-based, with

obvious disadvantages for developing countries.

What kind of scenario can we envisage?

9. There is an overwhelming case for finishing the Uruguay

Round before the expiry of the US "fast-track" negotiating

authority -- effectively March 1. Any scenario calling for fast-

track extension is very risky. Besides, there is a real problem of

diminishing political momentum.

10. It would be dangerous to wait for the recently promised

reforms of the EC's Common Agricultural Policy. Who knows when

they will actually come into being?
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DATE: November 9, 1990 WuL. 40 Ao

TO: Ms. Linda McLaughlin, EXC3

FROM: Jean Baneth, Director, Geneva Office

EXTENSION: 733 2120 / direct line: * 80 88

SUBJECT: Update of Uruguay Round brief for Mr. Conable.

small progress in agriculture
1. The only person in Geneva who still believed that agricultural
trade liberalization was imminent committed suicide inside the
SATT Secretariat to protest it, a Korean farmers' representative.
Others welcomed the laboriously reached EC-EC agreement, but
noted that it did not go very far in promising trade liberalization.
However, the Ministers left the Commission with an EC offer far
removed from Cairns group and US demands, and very little
flexibility for further concessions (except perhaps on "rebalancing",
the proposed increase in EC protection for some products).

regression in services
2. There is also complete blockage on services. There, the US,
having originally proposed the move towards free trade, is now
blamed for then caving in to its own sectoral interests, and now
wanting to exclude several sectors (maritime and air transport and
telecommunications). There is still a chance for a framework
agreement without much content; but also serious danger that
others will seize this opportunity to blame it on the US, and have
no agreement at all in this field.

wrangling and stagnation in trade-related investment measures
(TRIMS), subsidies, anti-dumping and (perhaps) "safeguards"
3. Serious disagreements also persist about (TRIMS) and subsidies,
many countries resisting, to various extents, US demands for
sweeping bans on interference with free markets; one argument
being that detailed intergovernmental interference would be
needed to interdict government interference to the desired extent.
The US and EC want to keep relatively free hands for anti-
dumping intervention; others resist. Tjhis overlaps to manyother
areas.

good chances for agreement on textiles
4. There has been considerable convergence in textiles, around a
10-15-year phase-out of the MFA and return of textiles to the
general regime. The US has privately indicated willingness to
give up its earlier insistence on a global quota.
and some other fields



5.There has been some progress in rule-making and intellectual
property. Even the vexatious issue of the escape clause for
developing countries on balance of payments grounds could be
resolved. But a strong concerted push still does not seem to be
there.

a European super-301?
6. There have been low-decibel but ominous rumblings about the
EC equipping itself with a clone of super-301. The purpose may
genuinely be to fight off US threats, and get peace through
balance of terror; but we may not be so lucky again. "Si vis
pacem, para hellum" is fine, one may have to prepare for war if
one wants peace; but in this case I prefer "si vis pacem, para
pacem', if you want peace, prepare for peace.

likely outcome: modes liberalization + framework for future talks
7. My bet is still that some form of general agreement will be
reached at Brussels, to be clarified and rendered adequately
specific in January and February; and that it will provide for
modest trade liberalization in a few areas, ansa some reinforce-
ment of rules concerning anti-dumping and market disruptions.
Above all, it will provide for a framework for continuing negotia-
tions, possibly evolving into a new Multilateral Trade Organization.

what to ask an tell Mr. Katz
8. Mr. Conable will of course want to ask how Mr. Katz views
prospects; and perhaps also whether Mr. Katz sees anything the
Bank could do (or say) to improve them. Mr. Katz knows fully
well how disastrous a trade war would be for the developing
countries, and for the prospects of their being able to keep up
their momentum towards market-oriented policies; nevertheless it
may be worthwhile to point again at the implications of failure,
not just for economic growth, but for social and political stability.
9. The Bank has at times expressed concern about "credit" for
developing countries that have liberalized their trade unilaterally.
The standard answer is they can get credit if they offer to bind
their new regimes. The issue need not be raised again.
10. Mr. Katz knows well the Bank's stance on trade issues, and
is unlikely to raise questions about them. He might ask (as have
some others in Geneva) what prevents Mr. Conable from
attending the Ministerial meeting. Mr. Conable may wish to stress
that this does not reflect any lessening of the priority we attach to
the Round.
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Champagne or Roquefort). Developing countries could then be
swept along. One might even move on services, where the betting
is that the US would agree to including all sectors in a framework
agreement, provided the actual liberalization of foreign access can
then be postponed. However, this is all subject to agreement in
other, hotter fields, which now seems unlikely, and to political
will, which seems weak and centered on other fields. As for
developing countries, they demand movement on textiles, tropical
products, and agriculture; and they see little point in yielding on
other points before a common industrial country position emerges.

4. On agriculture, the EC has not yet finished its own internal
negotiations (other Europeans are even more protectionist in this
field). Whatever their offer, EC negotiators here and in Brussels
will have very limited authority to depart far from positions still

being laboriously hammered out. As for the US, the fractiousness
of Congress has been used as an argument for concessions by
trading partners. Combined with recent budget history, it now
weakens the US negotiators' ability to offer bargains, and their
credibility if they do. For both US and EC, this is true in more
areas than just agriculture. Thus the key negotiators have little
authority to move, and little credibility if they do. One can hardly
think of a worse setup for serious last minute bargaining.

5. There has been much less publicity around the negotiations
concerning GATT rules: safeguards, anti-dumping, dispute
settlement.... Yet in some ways these issues go to the very heart
of GATT, even more than the liberalization of particular areas
of trade. Both the EC and US demand more permissive rules for
intervening against "disruptive" imports and dumping; and less
permissive rules for developing countries to respond restrictively
to balance of payments pressures. These demands are strongly
resisted by developing countries, Japan and Hong-Kong, their
prime targets. The choice is rapidly being narrowed down to one
between the continuation of the present grey area, and new rules
that would partially legalize many recent restrictive practices, and
truly outlaw only a few.

6. Were it not for the US Congress looming in the background, I
would now expect Brussels to produce a typical vague internation-
al compromise resolution; to create a forum for continuing

2



negotiations on services, a GATS separate from GATT but closely
linked to it; possibly some strengthening of GATT itself; and sone
tariff reductions, modestly tightened rules, and similar significant
but small results.

7. But there loom the likelihood that the US Congress would not
ratify minor changes to what it considers an overall unfair trading
environment, and the threat of unilateral trade legislation. These
might still impel the US itself, the EC, and others to overrule
their protectionist lobbies. The reverse, however, now seems more
likely: that major moves cannot be agreed, and that the US
delegation (joined by the Cairns group) will reject a wishy-washy
modest agreement. A GATS may still be created, because
otherwise there would be no forum for continuing negotiations on
services after the end of the Uruguay Round); and trade negotia-
tions would then still continue, in GATT and OATS. But whatever
little momentum is still present would be gone, or redirected to
different frameworks: the EC itself and its concentric circles in
Europe (EC, EFTA, East Europe) and in developing countries
(various associates and the Lome Group); the US and the
Americas... Meanwhile, trade obstacles would mount in all the
grey areas, thorough legislative mandate in the US, and through
administrative interpretation in the EC. Not desirable prospects,
but increasingly likely.

TRIUMPH OF THE POLITICS OF SECTIONAL INTERESTS?

8. Thus political weakness may again have defeated economic self-
interest. Sectional economic interests have formed powerful and
vocal political groups in favor of protection. Meanwhile, little
seems to have been done anywhere to mobilize political public
opinion in favor of free trade (except, in Europe, in the context
of the Common Market). Even when the free traders win a tussle
(as when Mme. Edith Cresson was removed from the Cabinet
recently in France), no one tries to explain that protectionist
policies in manufacturing only accelerate the loss of export
markets (not to mention their costs to consumers). When through-
out the summer French farmers made the news by burning trucks
and ransacking government buildings, no one seized the oppor-
tunity to explain the limitations, drawbacks and costs of the
common agricultural policy.

9. Without such political preparation, governments may never
gather the courage needed to impose major new trade liberaliza-
tion measures, which would necessarily harm significant political
groups. While many developing countries engage in radical
reforms, the old democracies seem to live in an era where the
general good is overwhelmed by the sectional interests of active
minorities.

3



Status of the GATT UruguayRound before the Final Stretchl

(end July 1990): Some Developing Country Perspectives

A. ummary

"Save the Uruguay Round" has been the plea in many

headlines after the unproductive Trade 
Negotiations Committee

(TNC) meeting last week: less than 15 weeks to go with no

"profiles" of agreements on the table. 
The frustration of the

participants was obvious after one week 
of political speeches and

no negotiations. The 63 Japanese, 21 Thai and 16 Malaysians flown

to Ceneva had to return empty handed to 
their capitals.

Officially the failure of the TNC was blamed 
on the

unwillingness of the US and EEC to 
negotiate. Exposing teir

differences about agriculture in public was feared to widen the

gaps in other areas. The real issue 
may just be that the utmost

complexity of the Round and the new areas 
just caught some

politicians unprepared for the important 
decisions needed to push

the Round forward. The appearance of only 16 Americans in the

TNG raised questions about that country's real intentions 
despite

the high profile given to the Round and "free trade" by the

President. Certainly the EEC did not send the 31 
Eurocrats and

148 national delegates just to see the 
Lake of Geneva,

Despite the apparent pessimism a more detailed look at the

status of negotiations in the 15 groups gives some hope for a

constructive outcome by December, although 
details would be

worked out subsequently. The documents presented to the TNC vary

in quality and content, but in most 
cases form a basis for

intensified negotiations. Apart from the 
key sectors of

agriculture and textiles, where 
most far-reaching political

decisions are requited, the remaining issues in most of the other

groups seem solvable. In some (although minor) areas tentative

agreements already exist. Most progress 
has been achieved in the

improved GATT rules. Market access 
talks are lagging, but some

progress in tariffs and NTBs can be expected in early fall. 
The

most contentious remaining issues are dumping, TRIPs and coverage

of services. The possibility for cross-retaliation 
between new

areas and the traditional goods trade is also still unresolved,

Pessimism is also a negotiating tactic and a way of

expediting domestic bargaining on 
the issues. The creation of a

mini-crisis to push forward the talks 
was also the aim of the

GATT Director General, Mr. Dunkel, during the TNC. Moreover, the

negotiators seem to have been late 
in waking up their home

bureaucracies to the actual consequences of the issues under

l.The World Bank is an observer in only four of the 15 groups 
and

not allowed in any of the backroom or Green Room 
discussions,

where most action takes place.
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discusion. (The World Bank way also want to think how to help

er constit-fCi s in thu eventual implpemlntation of the

results). Solutions are also delayed by delegations 
linking all

issues together and not wanting to reveal all 
of their cards

until the last minute.

THE DUNKEL CRITICAL PATH:

Last week of Augusr: Croups reconvene.

First week of October: Croup Chairmen to submit progress 
reports

to CATT DG.

October 8: Drafting of final agreement starts. 
Senior official on

all in Geneva.

October 15: offer and compromises in place 
for market access and

compromises on rules of origin, 
PSI, roll-back.

November 23: Draft final agreement in three official languages.

December 3: Finalization of the agreement in Brussels.

B. Progress in the Negotiating GroupS

The divergent nature of world trade 
during the recent

decade has not eliminated the traditional North-$outh 
groupings

in the Uruguay Round, although differences do exist within 
the

two extremes. The Cairns Group and the ASEAN with 
the Japanese at

times have crossed the lines on 
some issues. The developed

countries have tended to behave eitheZ as reformers of the trade

rules(or policies) or as their reviewers. The 
US is the loudest

reformer, and is at times joined by Canada or 
Australia and New

Zealand. The Europeans (EEC, Nordics, Austria and Switzerland)

are mostly willing to revise their policies. 
Japan is keen on

stronger rules but keeps a low profile 
on most issues.

Developing countries were one of the "official 
pessimist"

groups in the TNC. They spoke out their frustration 
at the

current state of the Round, in which they have wanted to be

active participants (their closer adhesion 
to the GATT system is

one of the objectives of the Round), Despite obvious 
diversity at

present they share a common stand on a number 
of issues. First,

they dislike the proposed changes by some developed countries to

restrict the use of the balance of payments 
clause; as long as

access to markets for their goods remains 
constrained they need a

safety valve for BOF crisis control. Second, they are concerned

by the lack of transparency now characterizing 
the talks. Third,

most LDCs want to maintain the XFN 
principle in all areas

(especially in safeguards). Four , they oppose cross-retaliation

in the new areas and possible crossconditionality 
with enhanced

cooperation with the Bretton Woods institutions. 
flfth, the lack
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of sufficient recognition for recent unilateral trade reforms in

some LDCa by some developed countries is worrying. itr n

liberalization of textiles trade and symmetry in the treatment of

capital and labor in services are of concern to anumber of LDCs.

Beyond apparent group cohesion 
the views of the LDCB on the

Round are far from clear cut; they reflect their divergent trade

interests. There are four major groups the vigorous one of

mainly ASEAN countries and Hong Kong, which are actively

participating especially in issues relating to etrengheing of

the GATT rules. They are at times Joined by other "liberalizing

countries" like Mexico, Hungary or the Cairns Group countries on

some issues. The vocal Inward-looking group (led by India and

occasionally Brazil) is against most revisions of rules or making

of liberalization concessions. The third is a silent one of

mainly Africans, which do not see much benefit from more liberal

world trade. The fourth is the least developed countries (led by

Bangladesh), which want all benefits 
without any concessions.

The following is a more detailed 
account of progress or

lack of it in the negotiating groups in the four main areas of

the Round: market access, rules, new areas and institutionl

issues.

1. Market Access:

"From free ride to fair ride" is the goal set by many

developed countries for the developing ones in the Round, This is

still resisted by the vocal group, which attaches great

importance to the maintenance of special 
and differential

treatment of developing countries. 
It is obvious that their more

fragil markets can easily be disturbed 
by shocks, but the

current abuse of the special 
treatment at the same time

undermines the credibility of GATT. Many also fail to see

liberalization as beneficial in the long run: GATT legal language

also promotes the idea of liberalization as a "concession".

In general, current offers are far 
below the targets in all

areas of market access. Many developing countries are expecting

credit from their recent unilateral liberalizations. This was,

however, lacking in some statements made during the meeting. The

US pointed out the low level of market openings 
in offers by the

LDCS in general and in the ASEAN countries in particular.

Tariffs (NG1). Most countries are currently engaged in

intensive, time-consfuing bilateral negotiatiol8 on tariffs,

According to the Chairman of the Group 42 (covering 
most world

trade) of the 107 participants had submitted proposals, which

would amount to a 15 X average 
reduction from present levels.

Much progress is needed before the October 15 deadline, if the

Montreal goal of a 33 reduction is to be achieved. The

request-offer procedure tends concentrate attention to the major

trading partners first.
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Non-Tariff-harriers (NG2). The Chairman stated that only 34
participants had submitted request lists covering isaues like

improved licensing etc. The real NTBs like VERs and other gray
area measures are tackled indirectly by improved rules,
safeguards and compliance with dispute settlement as they are
formally outside the GATT.

The Chairman presented draft texts for negotiation on the

two rule-making areas of the Group; preshipmsnt inspection (PSI)

and rules of origin. The aim is to achieve a clearer

international discipline in these areas and to stop the use of
the rules for protectionist purposes. Standardized rules of

origin and a forum for dispute settlement in their application
are considered important especially by Japan and a number of

other Asian countries, Currently, exporters face different and

changing rules depending on destination. In rules of origin,
agreement is sought on the scope and place of the technical
studies needed to determine the harmonized rules of origin. In

PSI, which is mostly used in Africa, issues under discussion
concern the exclusion from inspection of transactions below
minimum thresholds or whose price or quality fluctuates
substantially, place of inspection, process of price
determination.

Market access negotiations have been especially
disappointing to developing countries in the groups dealing with
natural resource based products (NG3) and tropical products

(NG6), where they see more potential for exports. Many developed
country delegations link these to progress in other areas on

market access. In the NRBF group the EEG continues to anger some
developing countries by maintaining its proposal to include

access to resources and double-pricing on the agenda, This the
developing countries consider to exceed the group's mandate. The

real issue is access to fishing rights in high seas, which some
developed countries would like to expand.

Textiles(NG4). This continues to be one of the

cornerstones for developing countries in the negotiations.
Benefits from liberalization are obvious. (GATT corridors are
echoing recent WDR calculations of 10-20 % increases in exports
for both NICs and a number of other developing countries if free
trade in textiles is allowed). The Chairman presented a draft
text reflecting agreement on the phasing out of the MFA over the
coming decade, and disagreement on the modality and the types of
transitional safeguards needed.

The views are still wide apart on the choice of global or
MFA-based quotas for the phase-out and this is unlikely to be
solved rapidly as progress depends on solutions in other areas.
Most favourable outcomes would require over 6 % growth in current
imports (current MFA rate) if liberalization is to improve the
MFA status quo. Pessimists predict a MFA number five for 1991.
Most countries favor the MFA based approach for the phase-out,
which is the likely winner despite increased lobbying by US
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interests and the recent Textile Bill, The global quotas (US and

Canada) would concern imports from all countries and in the US

would practically stop import growth. Another contentious issue

is the insistence by the EEC on bilateral safeguards. Theme would

worsen the situation and continue selective textile protection
for years to come.

Agriculture (NGS). The Chairman presented his compromise

text, which after lengthy talks was agreed as a basis for

negotiations. Here the issues at stake are high for some

developing countries: the success of the whole Round is made by
many dependent on a solution in agriculture. Some other

developing countries want to continue protecting agriculture,
while other food-importing developing countries fear the adverse

consequences of higher prices (Egypt, Bangladesh).

The most contentious issue is the way farm support is to be

reduced. The EEC, most other Euporeans and the NICs want a global
measure of reduction, where one type of support can be weighed

against another thereby giving more freedom in global support
levels. The reformers (US, Cairns Group) want to concentrate on

the elimination of the most trade distorting support first -
export subsidies.

Despite the recent deadlock there are signs of progress.

In Brussels many Eurocrats have canceled vacations and are

working through August on reform proposals, and their leaders
have started to flash figures in public. The media in some
countries is starting to prepare the public for the consequences
of likely changes in farm support after the Round. All countries
are preparing lists quantifying support to the sector by October

1 and final offers by October 15.

II. Strenghening the International Trade Rules

A major objective of several, especially smaller and ASEAN,
participants in the Round is the strenghening of the multilateral
rules governing trade to reduce i) the extensive use of bilateral

deals (VERs and other gray area measures) and ii) unilateral
policing by larger CPs, which circumvent the multilateral system,

Key areas considered are the reinforcement of the dispute
settlement mechanism, and reduction in the number of exceptions

and waivers allowed under the present rules. Considerable

progress has already been made and can be expected in a number of
issues, although real success can only ba judged by actual
compliance with the improved rules,

GATT Articles (NC7). The most contentious issue in GATT

articles is the insistence of a number of developed countries to
revise the BOP clause of the GATT, Import restrictions are

currently allowed for developing countries if the BOP
deteriorates substantially. The changes proposed would pose

stricter conditions and limits on its use including the use of
price versus quantity measures, improved procedures, clearer
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criteria to qualify for it. Developing countries see no need for

this a their market access and trading 
environment has not

improved in recent years.

Draft texts and tentative agreements have been reached in

several areas. All other similar duties will now be recorded in

the schedules of tariff concessions (Article lilt). Transparency vVA

of and non-discrimination by state trad cot a ies( Article

XVII) will be reduced. Waivers (or grandfather clause) (Article

XXV:5) will be subject to stricter rules and eventually
eliminated. A major achievement would be the elimination of a US

waiver allowing agricultural protection since the 1950.

MTIN Agreements and Arran ements NGB). This group has

considered improvements to lmpliceflain , government

procremnt. technical barriers to trade, and customs valuation

Codes and rules of the GAIT. in all these areas the Chairman was

able to present a draft text for negotiations and no major

obstacles should remain to finding a compromise in each of them.

The issues under discussion are the shifting the burden of proof

from Customs to importers in fraud cases, easing the accession 
tQ

the government procurement code by 
allowing transitional

membership, improved exchange of information and technical

assistance to developing countries 
in customs information in

general.

The real contentious issue in this 
group is the improved

rules on dumping. The Acting Chairman's (Mr. Carlisle, a Deputy

Director of GATT) compromise text was considered 
unsuitable for

negotiations. At odds are Japan and several ASEOM countries with

the EEC and the US. The former promote stricter rules to stop the

use of AD duties for protectionist purposes. The latter insist

on the need to extend the coverage of the rules to new areas 
like

circumventiOn dumping1 repeat dumping etc. Despite earlier hopes

that the Chairman's text would satisfy 
the two sides no immediate

agreement seems in sight.

Safe uards(NG
9 ), Many smaller countries have maintained

hopes that improved general safeguards would reduce gray area

measures In trade, Current GATT rules allow them against 
imports

from all sources, if they cause injury to a domestic 
industry.

The measures are subject to compensation and retaliation. The

power of smaller countries to use these measures is undermined by

the negligible impact of their retaliation on others and by the

large impact of retaliation by others on them.

Most countries agree on the need for clearer rules for

injury and some other provisions. Agreement is blocked by the EEG

insistence of using the measures selectively, i.e against

specific sources of the injurious imports. This is unlikely to be

accepted as it would undermine the strong MFN principle of the

GATT.

Subsidies-and countrveiling Duties_(C-VDs)(V-al1O), Frequent
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use of CVDs for protectionist purposes 
calls for clearer rules in

this area. The Chairman has prepared a draft 
text a. a basis of

negotiations, which contains a list of forbidden 
subsidies (a

revised illustrative list of the Subsidy Code, linked 
to export

performance and use of domestic versus imported 
'oods),

actionable subsidies and non-actionable 
subsidies, and improved

procedures for determining the CVDs. 
The dividing line between

the groups of subsidies is a measure's likelihood to distort

trade.

Agreement can be within reach 
if further compromise is

reached between the developing countries 
wishing to retain the

right to use subsidies for development 
purposes and the US

wanting to ban most subsidies. Other "review"-oriented 
developed

countries would seem happy with a list of allowed and forbidden

subsidies.

Dispute settlement(DPS) (NG31 Compliance with current

procedures is notoriously inadequate, although there are genuine

signs for changing attitudes. For example, the JapansO, who have

mostly accepted bilateral arrangements 
In trade disputes, for the

first time tried out the CATT Panel in 
the recent screwdriver

case. Also other participants have showed 
improved compliance

with Panel reports recently.

Agreement in improved DPS seems to 
be in the making, The

chairman's text foresees faster examination of complaints, and

prompter implementation of the rulings. The 
proposed appeals

process would allow automatic 
adoption of Panel reports.

Implementation could be improved by 
imposing time limits or

introducing a right to retaliate for the injured country.

111. New Areas

New areas were introduced to the Round by 
a number of

developed countries who felt that too much 
world trade is outside

the international rules. Services are estimated to account for

about third of total world trade. The importance 
of intellectual

property in trade flows has also increased: 
the US claims that it

loses at least 60 billion dollars yearly from 
uncontrolled

transfer of intellectual property rights across borders. 
Foreign

investment has increased and thereby the 
concern for distortive

and restrictive local rules on investment,

Many issues in these areas remain still open. 
Of major

concern are also the links of the new areas 
with each other or

with the traditional trade - positions on possibilities for

cross.retaliation are not yet clear.

Trade Related Intellectual Property (NGil). The need for

international rules in this area is pushed by developed

countries: patent piracy, counterfeiting and other forms of theft

of copyright is assumed to take a large 
share of potential trade.

Developing countries fear that tighter rules in this area would
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hinder their development and transfer of technology, Two major

international conventions exist in the area, the Berne one for

copyright and the Paris one for industrial 
designs. These and

other TRIPs were traditionally handled in 
the WIPO. Lack of clear

rules for their implementation and dissatisfaction 
with the

organization led to the introduction of the issue in GATT.

The chairman's draft contains two basic approaches: 
a

developed country one with GATT related rules 
in all seven areas

covered (trade marks, patents, copyright, integrated circuits,

industrial design, geographical origin, business 
secrets); and a

developing country one, in which trade in counterfeited goods

would be under GATT disciplines but all other would 
be treated

separately in relevant international organizations 
and in

national laws.

TRIPS has become one of the contentious issues 
in the

Round. Surprisingly not only on North-South lines but among the

developed countries as well. They cannot agree on topics like

copyright, where the US wants it to cover only economic rights

and not those of the author (at stake are, for example right of a

licensee to change films); whether the author is a 
legal or

natural person, or whether patents belong to the first filer or

to the inventor, right to link food products to a name of a

geographical region.

Trade Related Investment Measures(NGI2). Trade has been

distorted by domestic purchase requirements, export targeting

etc., which are imposed on foreign investors seeking 
licenses in

international markets. These are often used to circumvent GATT

obligations. The topic was included in the 
agenda by the US

request to reinforce international rules 
in the area and to

provide more transparency, non-discrimination 
and an arena for

dispute settlement.

The Chairman's text covers three separate proposals: 
the

compromise text, the US text and one submitted by 12 developing

countries and supported by China and Sri Lanka. The Chairman's

text proposes that some TRilMs should be applied in a tempered

manner, while a number of others should be eliminated.

The developing countries proposal states that 
most TRIMs are

needed for development purposes, and that existing GATT

disciplines are enough to deal with them.

Current negotiation positions reflect a situation 
from

early 1980's, which has changed substantially. 
This makes it

difficult to predict a likely outcome, but the Chairman' text may

win support as US Congress is less likely these days to be fully

liberal in this respect. The dominance of the EEC 
and Japan in

investments has increased and the US in the meantime has become a

net importer of capital facing increased domestic 
pressures for

tighter rules.

Services (GNS). The chairman presented a text for a basis
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of negotiations. In a cover note, howe~ver, a footnote tells 
that

the coverage isue remains unsolved. 
Some countries (US, Japan)

want to exclude some sectors like financial 
servLces or transport

from the covexlge of the framework 
agreement. most others support

universal coverage. The text itself contains 
a large number of

loopholes on unresolved issues 
like structure of the agreement,

which need to be rapidly solved. 
Coverage is the stumbling 

block

and reflects the inability of US and Japanese 
neotiators to

convince several domestic 
lobbies about joining a multilateral

discipline in services. Another contentious issue 
on the

North-South lines is the so-called symmetry of labor 
and capital

services in the agreement. The developing 
countries want to

secure free trade in labor services in exchange for 
opening up

their financial sectors to international capital.

As the Issue on the table is a totally now international

framework, which carries on to the neXt century, 
most developed

country participants feel that it is better to achieve 
a strong

agreement than none at all. This despite the fact 
that in this

case eome countries may not join immediately. 
Actual

liberalization could then be achieved 
gradually in subsequent

negotiation Once the coverage issue is solved, a likely outcome

is an agreement among the developed 
countries on basic principles

to which developing countries 
either make numerous reservations

or do not adhere at all.

IV. Institutional

FOGS (NG4). Many delegations want to prop up the GATE as

an organization to increase 
its prestige and leverage 

in general

and in dispute settlement in 
particular. A stronger Secretariat

Swould be a necessary 
complement to stronger 

rules. It is also

felt that the status of GATT 
as a treaty and its impact 

on

domestic laws needs to be resolved.

Although important in principlei 
in practice FOGs is a

residual group for many delegations; in the words of one

participant "people only think about 
FOGs two days before the

meeting". This lack of attention and the fact 
that institutional

issues are better being solved once the Round 
is over and its

results are known, delays progress.

The delegations agree on a reinforced 
GATT in principle, on

more frequent Ministerial, 
the need for policy coherence 

and

better relations with the Bretton 
Woods institutions.

Disagreement are on modalities, which are 
likely to be solved in

due time. Agreement is likely to contain some support 
for renewed

CATT, informal collaboration with 
the Washington Mrie, and some

arrangement for a support group for Ministerial 
tooting$.



ANNEX

The sixteen fields (14 n0 8 oti ting groups and the

ThreillancO d of the ONG, the CNS) covered by the Trade
Surveillance body itOf metignd the respective chairmen are

ot aeo Con tehart on the structure of the Uruguay Round:

THE STRUCTURE OF THE URUGUAY ROUD

TadeNgotition&CO"te 
_#: Arthur Dunkel, GATT

* Group of Nesotiations on GoodGNCG)#: Arthur Dunkel, GATT

- Surveillance Body .ndathuth, CATT

- NG1: Tariffs Lindsay Duthie, Australia

- NC2: Non-Tariff Measures Lindsay Duthie, Australia

- NG3: Natural Resource Lindsay Duthie, Australia

Based Products #l
NC4; Textiles and Clothing Lindsay 

Duthie, Australia

- NGS: Agriculture Aart de Zeeuw, Netherlands

- NG: Tropical Products Paul Leong Khss Soong Malaysia

- NG: ATT Articles John Weekes, Canada

- NGS: MTN Agreements and Chulsee Kim, Rep. of Korea

- NS: TNAgrenements a

NG: Arrangements George A. Maciel, Brazil
- NG9;safeguards ihlDCatndHoER&

- NG10: Subsidies and Coun- -ichael D. Cartland, Hong Kong

tervailing Measures

-NGII: TRIPS Lars E.R. Ael., Sweden

- NG12: TRIMS Tomohiko Kabayashi, Japan

- NG13: Dispute Settlement Julio Lacarte-Muro, Uruguay

- NG14: Functioning of the Julio Lacarte-MUro, Uruguay

GATT Systeim #

* Grou of Ne otiations on Services ONS

Felipe Jaramillo, Colombia

# - Bodies where the World 
Bank has observer status.
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TO: Ms. Linda McLaughlin, EXC3 (Jofcivs -

FROM: Jean Baneth, Director, Geneva Office

EXTENSION: 733 2120 / direct line: * 80 88

SUBJECT: Update of Uruguay Round brief for Mr. Conable.

small progress in agriculture
1. The only person in Geneva who still believed that agricultural
trade liberalization was imminent committed suicide inside the
GATT Secretariat to protest it, a Korean farmers' representative.
Others welcomed the laboriously reached EC-EC agreement, but
noted that it did not go very far in promising trade liberalization.
However, the Ministers left the Commission with an EC offer far
removed from Cairns group and US demands, and very little
flexibility for further concessions (except perhaps on "rebalancing",
the proposed increase in EC protection for some products).

regression in services
2. There is also complete blockage on services. There, the US,
having originally proposed the move towards free trade, is now
blamed for then caving in to its own sectoral interests, and now
wanting to exclude several sectors (maritime and air transport and
telecommunications). There is still a chance for a framework
agreement without much content; but also serious danger that
others will seize this opportunity to blame it on the US, and have
no agreement at all in this field.

wrangling and stagnation in trade-related investment measures
(TRIMS), subsidies, anti-dumping and (perhaps) "safeguards"
3. Serious disagreements also persist about (TRIMS) and subsidies,
many countries resisting, to various extents, US demands for
sweeping bans on interference with free markets; one argument
being that detailed intergovernmental interference would be
needed to interdict government interference to the desired extent.
The US and EC want to keep relatively free hands for anti-
dumping intervention; others resist. Tjhis overlaps to manyother
areas.

good chances for agreement on textiles
4. There has been considerable convergence in textiles, around a
10-15-year phase-out of the MFA and return of textiles to the

general regime. The US has privately indicated willingness to
give up its earlier insistence on a global quota.

and some other fields



5.There has been some progress in rule-making and intellectual
property. Even the vexatious issue of the escape clause for
developing countries on balance of payments grounds could be
resolved. But a strong concerted push still does not seem to be
there.

a European super-3017
6. There have been low-decibel but ominous rumblings about the
EC equipping itself with a clone of super-301. The purpose may
genuinely be to fight off US threats, and get peace through
balance of terror; but we may not be so lucky again. "Si vis
pacem, para bellum" is fine, one may have to prepare for war if
one wants peace; but in this case I prefer "si vis pacem, para
pacem", if you want peace, prepare for peace.

likely outcome: modes liberalization + framework for future talks
7. My bet is still that some form of general agreement will be
reached at Brussels, to be clarified and rendered adequately
specific in January and February; and that it will provide for
modest trade liberalization in a few areas, ansa some reinforce-
ment of rules concerning anti-dumping and market disruptions.
above all, it will provide for a framework for continuing negotia-
tions, possibly evolving into a new Multilateral Trade Organization.

what to ask an tell Mr. Katz
8. Mr. Conable will of course want to ask how Mr. Katz views
prospects; and perhaps also whether Mr. Katz sees anything the
Bank could do (or say) to improve them. Mr. Katz knows fully
well how disastrous a trade war would be for the developing
countries, and for the prospects of their being able to keep up
their momentum towards market-oriented policies; nevertheless it
may be worthwhile to point again at the implications of failure,
not just for economic growth, but for social and political stability.
9. The Bank has at times expressed concern about "credit" for
developing countries that have liberalized their trade unilaterally.
The standard answer is they can get credit if they offer to bind
their new regimes. The issue need not be raised again.
10. Mr. Katz knows well the Bank's stance on trade issues, and
is unlikely to raise questions about them. He might ask (as have
some others in Geneva) what prevents Mr. Conable from
attending the Ministerial meeting. Mr. Conable may wish to stress
that this does not reflect any lessening of the priority we attach to
the Round.
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DATE: 17-Oct-1990 01:06pm GMT

TO: LINDA JEAN MCLAUGHLIN ( LINDA JEAN MCLAUGHLIN @A1@VAX12 )

FROM: Jean Baneth, Geneva Office ( JEAN BANETH )

EXT.:

SUBJECT: Briefing for Mr. Conable,

Herewith a briefing for Mr. Conable's meeting with Mr. Katz. I am
also transmitting it by FAX.

I am also attaching, for deep background, the summary of the
last formal meeting of the Trade Negotiating Council we prepared
in July. The situation has not changed much since then, except in
the sense that lying relaxed on the railway tracks in an
unchanged position is not really the same position when the train
is rushing on. There is no need to read this July brief, but it
may be useful if there is a question on one of the negotiating
groups.

Regards.

CC: WILFRIED P. THALWITZ ( WILFRIED P. THALWITZ @Al@V
CC: ALEXANDER SHAKOW ( ALEXANDER SHAKOW @A1@VAX12
CC: D. C. RAO ( D. C. RAO @Al@VAX12 )
CC: PAUL ISENMAN ( PAUL ISENMAN @Al@VAX12 )



Champagne or Roquefort). Developing countries could then be
swept along. One might even move on services, where the betting
is that the US would agree to including all sectors in a framework
agreement, provided the actual liberalization of foreign access can
then be postponed. However, this is all subject to agreement in
other, hotter fields, which now seems unlikely, and to political
will, which seems weak and centered on other fields. As for
developing countries, they demand movement on textiles, tropical
products, and agriculture; and they see little point in yielding on
other points before a common industrial country position emerges.

4. On agriculture, the EC has not yet finished its own internal
negotiations (other Europeans are even more protectionist in this
field). Whatever their offer, EC negotiators here and in Brussels
will have very limited authority to depart far from positions still
being laboriously hammered out. As for the US, the fractiousness
of Congress has been used as an argument for concessions by
trading partners. Combined with recent budget history, it now
weakens the US negotiators' ability to offer bargains, and their
credibility if they do. For both US and EC, this is true in more
areas than just agriculture. Thus the key negotiators have little
authority to move, and little credibility if they do. One can hardly
think of a worse setup for serious last minute bargaining.

5. There has been much less publicity around the negotiations
concerning GATT rules: safeguards, anti-dumping, dispute
settlement.... Yet in some ways these issues go to the very heart
of GATT, even more than the liberalization of particular areas
of trade. Both the EC and US demand more permissive rules for
intervening against "disruptive" imports and dumping; and less
permissive rules for developing countries to respond restrictively
to balance of payments pressures. These demands are strongly
resisted by developing countries, Japan and Hong-Kong, their
prime targets. The choice Is rapidly being narrowed down to one
between the continuation of the present grey area, and new rules
that would partially legalize many recent restrictive practices, and
truly outlaw only a few,

6. Were it not for the US Congress looming in the background, I
would now expect Brussels to produce a typical vague internation-
al compromise resolution; to create a forum for continuing

2



negotiations on services, a GATS separate from GATT but closely
linked to it; possibly some strengthening of GATT itself; and some
tariff reductions, modestly tightened rules, and similar significant
but small results.

7. But there loom the likelihood that the US Congress would not
ratify minor changes to what it considers an overall unfair trading
environment, and the threat of unilateral trade legislation. These
might still impel the US itself, the EC, and others to overrule
their protectionist lobbies. The reverse, however, now seems more
likely: that major moves cannot be agreed, and that the US
delegation (joined by the Cairns group) will reject a wishy-washy
modest agreement. A GATS may still be created, because
otherwise there would be no forum for continuing negotiations on
services after the end of the Uruguay Round); and trade negotia-
tions would then still continue, in GATT and GATS. But whatever
little momentum is still present would be gone, or redirected to
different frameworks: the EC itself and its concentric circles in
Europe (EC, EFTA, East Europe) and in developing countries
(various associates and the Lome Group); the US and the
Americas.... Meanwhile, trade obstacles would mount in all the
grey areas, thorough legislative mandate in the US, and through
administrative interpretation in the EC. Not desirable prospects,
but increasingly likely.

TRIUMPH OF THE POLITICS OF SECTIONAL INTERESTS?

8. Thus political weakness may again have defeated economic self-
interest. Sectional economic interests have formed powerful and
vocal political groups in favor of protection. Meanwhile, little
seems to have been done anywhere to mobilize political public
opinion in favor of free trade (except, in Europe, in the context
of the Common Market). Even when the free traders win a tussle
(as when Mme. Edith Cresson was removed from the Cabinet
recently in France), no one tries to explain that protectionist
policies in manufacturing only accelerate the loss of export
markets (not to mention their costs to consumers). When through-
out the summer French farmers made the news by burning trucks
and ransacking government buildings, no one seized the oppor-
tunity to explain the limitations, drawbacks and costs of the
common agricultural policy.

9. Without such political preparation, governments may never
gather the courage needed to impose major new trade liberaliza-
tion measures, which would necessarily harm significant political
groups. While many developing countries engage in radical
reforms, the old democracies seem to live in an era where the
general good is overwhelmed by the sectional interests of active
minorities.

3



Status of the GATTJruggayRound before the Final Stretchi

(end July 1990): Some Developing Country Perspectives

A. Summa_

"Save the Uruguay Round" has been the plea in many

headlines after the unproductive Trade 
Negotiations Committee

(TNC) meeting last week; less than 15 weeks to go with no

"profiles" of agreements on the table. The frustration of the

participants was obvious after one week 
of political speeches and

no negotiations. The 63 Japanese, 
21 Thai and 16 Malaysians flown

to Ceneva had to return empty handed to their capitals.

officially the failure of the TNC was blamed on the

unwillingness of the US and EEC to negotiate. Exposing 
their

differences about agriculture in public 
was feared to widen the

gaps in other areas. The real issue 
may just be that the utmost

complexity of the Round and the new areas just caught 
some

politicians unprepared for the important 
decisions needed to push

the Round forward. The appearance of only 16 Americans in the

TNG raised questions about that country's real intentions despite

the high profile given to the Round and "free trade" by the

President. Certainly the EEC did not send the 31 Eurocrats 
and

148 national delegates just to see the Lake of Geneva.

Despite the apparent pessimism a more detailed look at the

status of negotiations in the 15 groups gives some hope for a

constructive outcome by December, although details would be

worked out subsequently. The documents presented to the TNC vary

in quality and content, but in most cases form a basis for

intensified negotiations. Apart from the 
key sectors of

agriculture and textiles, where 
most far-reaching political

decisions are required, the remaining issues in most of the other

groups seem solvable. In some (although minor) areas 
tentative

agreements already exist. Most progress 
has been achieved in the

improved GATT rules, Market access talks 
are lagging, but some

progress in tariffs and NTBs can be expected in early fall. 
The

most contentious remaining issues are dumping, TRIPs and coverage

of services. The possibility for cross-retAliation 
between new

areas and the traditional goods trade is also still unresolved.

Pessimism is also a negotiating tactic and a way of

expediting domestic bargaining on 
the issues. The creation of a

mini-crisis to push forward the talks was also the aim of the

GATT Director General, Mr. Dunkel, during the TNC. Moreover, the

negotiators seem to have been 
late in waking up their home

bureaucracies to the actual consequences of the issues under

l.The World Bank is an observer in only four of the 15 groups and

not allowed in any of the backroom or Green Room discussions,

where most action takes place.
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i (The World Bank may also want to think 
how to help

her constiL-Jefles in the eventual implermentatiol of the

results). Solutions are also delayed by delegations linking 
all

issues together and not wanting to reveal all of 
their cards

until the last minute.

TH!E DNKEL CRITICAL PATH:

Lant week of August: Croups reconvene.

First week of october: Group Chairmen to submit progress reports

to GATT DG.

October B: Drafting of final agreement 
starts. Senior official on

c~allin Geneva.

October 15: Offer and compromises in place 
for market access and

compromises on rules of origin, 
PSI, roll-back.

November 23: Draft final agreement in three 
official languages.

December 3: Finalization of the agreement in Brussels.

B. progress in the Negotiating Groups

The divergent nature of world trade 
during the recent

decade has not eliminated the traditional North-South 
groupings

in the hruguay Round, although differences 
do exist within the

two extremes. The Cairns Group and the ASEAN with the 
Japanese at

times have crossed the lines on some issues. The developed

countries have tended to behave either 
as reformtrs of the trade

rules(or policies) or as their reviewers, The US is the loudest

reformer, and is at times joined by Canada or Australia 
and New

Zealand. The Europeans (EEC, Nordics, Austria and Switzerland)

are mostly willing to revise their policies. 
Japan is keen on

stronger rules but keeps a low profile 
on most issues.

Developing ountries were one of the "official 
pessimist"

groups in the TNC. They spoke 
out their frustration at the

current state of the Round, in which they have wanted to be

active participants (their closer adhesion to the GATT system 
is

one of the objectives of the Round), Despite obvious diversity 
at

present they share a common stand on a number 
of issues, First,

they dislike the proposed changes by 
some developed countries to

restrict the use of the balance of payments clause; 
as long as

access to markets for their goods remains 
constrained they need a

safety valve for BOP crisis control, 
Second, they are concerned

by the lack of transparency now characterizing 
the talks. Third,

most LDCs want to maintain the MFN principle in all 
areas

(especially in safeguards). Fou!rth, they oppose Cross-retaliation

in the new areas and possible crosconditionauity with enhanced

cooperation with the Bretton Woods institutions. 
Fifth, the lack
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of sufficiett recognition 
for recent unilateral trade reforms 

in

some LD~x by some developed countries is worrying. ji

liberalization of textiles trade and symmetry in the treatment 
of

capital and labor in services are of concern to * number of 
IDCs

Beyond apparent group cohesion the views 
of the LDCS on the

Round are far from clear cut; they reflect their divergent trade

interests. There are four major groups: the vigorous one of

mainly ASEAN countries and Hong Kong, which are actively

participating especially in issues relating 
to strengheing of

the GATT rules. They are at times joined by other "liberalizing

countries" like Mexico, Hungary or the Cairns Group 
countries on

some issues. The vocal inward-looking group (led by India and

occasionally Brazil) is against most revisioas of rules or making

of liberalization concessions. The third is a silent one of

mainly Africans, which do naot see much benefit from more 
liberal

world trade. The fourth is the least developed countries (led by

Bangladesh), which want all benefits 
without any concessions.

The following is a more detailed account of 
progress or

lack of it in the negotiating groups in the four 
main areas of

the Round: market access, rules, new areas and institutiona
1

issues.

1. Market Access:

"From free ride to fair ride" is the goal set by many

developed countries for the developing ones 
in the Round, This is

still resisted by the vocal group which attaches great

importance to the maintenance of special and 
differential

treatment of developing countries. It is obvious that their more

fragil markets can easily be disturbed 
by shocks, but the

current abuse of the special treatment 
at the same time

undermines the credibility of 
GAIT. Many also fail to see

liberalization as beneficial 
in the long run: GAfl legal language

also promotes the idea of liberalization as a "concession".

in general, current offers are 
far below the targets in all

areas of market access. Many developing countries are expecting

credit from their recent unilateral liberalizations 
This was,

however, lacking in some statements made during t'he meeting. The

US pointed out the low level of market openings in offers 
by the

LDCs in general and in the ASEAN countries in particular.

tf (_ N1). Most countries are currently engaged in

intensive, time-consuming bilateral negotiations on tariffs.

According to the Chairman of the 
Group 42 (covering most world

trade) of the 107 participants had submitted 
proposals, which

would amount to a 15 % average reduction from present 
levels.

Much progress is needed before the October 
15 deadline, if the

Montreal goal of a 33 % reduction is to be achieved, The

request-offer procedure tends concentrate attention to the major

trading partners first.
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Non-Tariff-harriers NG2). The Chairman stated that only 34
participants had submitted request lists covering issues like
improved licensing etc. The real NTBs like VERs and other gray
area measures are tackled indirectly by improved rules,
safeguards and compliance with dispute settlement as they are
formally outside the GATT.

The Chairman presented draft texts for negotiation on the
two rule-making areas of the Group; preshipment inspection (PSI)
and rules of origin. The aim is to achieve a clearer
international discipline in these areas and to stop the use of
the rules for protectionist purposes. Standardized rules of
origin and a forum for dispute settlement in their application
are considered important especially by Japan and a number of
other Asian countries, Currently, exporters face different and
changing rules depending on destination, In rules of origin,
agreement is sought on the scope and place of the technical
studies needed to determine the harmonized rules of origin. In
PSI, which is mostly used in Africa, issues under discussion
concern the exclusion from inspection of transactions below
minimum thresholds or whose price or quality fluctuates
substantially, place of inspection, process of price
determination.

Market access negotiations have been especially
disappointing to developing countries in the groups dealing with
natural resource based products (NG3) and tropicl products
(NG6), where they see more potential for exports. Many -developed
country delegations link these to progress in other areas on
market access. In the NRBP group the EEC continues to anger some
developing countries by maintaining its proposal to include
access to resources and double-pricing on the agenda. This the
developing countries consider to exceed the group's mandate. The
real issue is access to fishing rights in high seas, which some
developed countries would like to expand.

Textiles(NG4). This continues to be one of the
cornerstones for developing countries in the negotiations.
Benefits from liberalization are obvious. (GATT corridors are
echoing recent WDR calculations of 10-20 % increases in exports
for both NICs and a number of other developing countries if free
trade in textiles is allowed). The Chairman presented a draft
text reflecting agreement on the phasing out of the MFA over the
coming decade, and disagreement on the modality and the types of
transitional safeguards needed,

The views are still wide apart on the choice of global or
hFA-based quotas for the phase-out and this is unlikely to be
solved rapidly as progress depends on solutions in other areas.
Most favourable outcomes would require over 6 % growth in current
imports (current MFA rate) if liberalization is to improve the
MFA status quo. Pessimists predict a MFA number five for 1991.
Most countries favor the MFA based approach for the phase-out,
which is the likely winner despite increased lobbying by US
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interests and the recent Textile Bill, The global quotas (US and

Canada) would concern imports from all countries and in the US
would practically stop import growth, Another contentious issue

is the insistence by the EEC on bilateral safeguards, These would
worsen the situation and continue selective textile protection
for years to come.

Agriculture (NGS). The Chairman presented his compromise
text, which after lengthy talks was agreed as a basis for

negotiations. Here the issues at stake are high for some
developing countries: the success of the whole Round is made by
many dependent on a solution in agriculture. Some other

developing countries want to continue protecting agriculture,
while other food-importing developing countries fear the adverse
consequences of higher prices (Egypt, Bangladesh).

The most contentious issue is the way farm support is to be
reduced. The EEC, most other Euporeans and the NICs want a global
measure of reduction, where one type of support can be weighed
against another thereby giving more freedom in global support
levels. The reformers (US, Cairns Group) want to concentrate on
the elimination of the most trade distorting support first -
export subsidies.

Despite the recent deadlock there are signs of progress.
In Brussels many Eurocrats have canceled vacations and are

working through August on reform proposals, and their leaders

have started to flash figures in public. The media in s'ome
countries is starting to prepare the public for the consequences
of likely changes in farm support after the Round. All countries
are preparing lists quantifying support to the sector by October
1 and final offers by October 15.

II. Strenghening the International Trade Rules

A major objective of several, especially smaller and ASEAN,
participants in the Round is the strenghening of the multilateral
rules governing trade to reduce I) the extensive use of bilateral
deals (VERs and other gray area measures) and ii) unilateral
policing by larger CPs, which circumvent the multilateral system.
Key areas considered are the reinforcement of the dispute
settlement mechanism, and reduction in the number of exceptions
and waivers allowed under the present rules. Considerable

progress has already been made and can be expected in a number of
issues, although real success can only be judged by actual
compliance with the improved rules.

GATT Articles (NC7). The most contentious issue in GATT

articles is the insistence of a number of developed countries to
revise the BOP clause of the GATT, Import restrictions are
currently allowed for developing countries if the BOP
deteriorates substantially. The changes proposed would pose
stricter conditions and limits on its use includtng the use of
price versus quantity measures, improved procedures, clearer
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criteria to quslify for it. Developing countries see no need for

thi eaher market access and trading environment has not

improved in recent yearS.

Draft texts and tentative agreements 
have been reached in

several areas. All other similar duties will 
now be recorded in

the schedules of tariff concessions (Article II~b). Transparency

of and non-discri ination by stat on a ) Article

xVII) will be reduced. waiverS (or grandfather clause) (Article

XXV:5) will be subject to stricter rules and eventually

eliminated. A major achievement would be the elimination 
of a US

waiver allowing agricultural protection 
since the 1950-a.

MTN Agreements and Arran ements NG8). This 
group has

considered improvements to L r.lcni1,gvrmn

rocurent technical barriers to trade, andcuo vluation

Codes and rules of the GATT. in all these Areas the C hairman was

able to present a draft text for negotiations ant no major

obstacles should remain to finding 
a compromise in each of them.

The lses under discussion are the shifting the burden 
of proof

from Customs to importers in fraud cases, easing the accession to

the government procurement code by allowing 
transitional

membership, improved exchange of information 
and technical

assistance to developing countries in customs 
information in

general.

The real contentious issue in 
this group is the improved

rules on dumping. The Acting Chairman's (Kr. Carlisle, a Deputy

Director of ATT) compromise text was considered 
unsuitable for

negotiations. At odds are Japan and several ASEAN countries 
with

the EEC and the US. The former promote stricter rules to stop the

use of AD duties for protectionist purposes. The latter insist

on the peed to extend the coverage 
of the tales to new areas like

circufvention dumping, repeat dumping etc. Despite earlier hopes

that the Chairman's text would satisfy the two sides 
no immediate

agreement seems in sight.

Safeguards(NG
9). Many smaller countries have maintained

hopes that improved general safeguards would reduce gray 
area

measures in trade, Current GATT rules allow them against 
imports

from all sources, if they cause injury to a domestic industry.

The measures are subject to compensation and retaliation. 
The

power of smaller countries to use these measures is undermined by

the negligible impact of their retaliation on 
others and by the

large impact of retaliation 
by others on them.

Most countries agree on the need 
for clearer rules for

injury and some other provisions. 
Agreement is blocked by the EEC

insistence of using the measures selectively, i.e. against

specific sources of the injurious imports. This Is unlikely to be

accepted as it would undermine the strong 
flFN principle of the

GATT.

Subsidies and Countrveilifg Duties (CVDS)(C0), Frequent
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use of CVDs for protectionist purposes 
calls for clearer rules in

this area. The Chairman has prepared a draft 
text as a basis of

negotiations1 which contains a list of forbidden subsidies (a

revised illustrative list of the Subsidy Code, linked to export

Performance and use of domestic 
versus imported goods),

actionable subsidies and non-actionable 
subsidies, and improved

procedures for determining the CVDs, The dividing 
line between

the groups of subsidies is a measurf'S likelihood to distort

trade.

Agreement can be within reach 
if further compromise is

reached between the developing countries 
wishing to retain the

right to use subsidies for development purposes and the 'US

wanting to ban most subsidies. Other "review"-oriented 
developed

countries would seem happy with a list 
of allowed and forbidden

subsidies.

o pete settlenrfltWLNii
3L. Compliance with current

procedures is notoriously inadequate, although there are genuine

signs for changing attitudes. For example, 
the Japanese, who have

mostly accepted bilateral arrangements in trade 
disputes, for the

first time tried out the CATT Panel in the recent screwdriver

case, Also other participants have 
showed improved compliance

with Panel reports recently.

Agreement in improved DPS seems 
to be in the making. The

chairman's text foresees faster examination of complaints, 
and

prompter implementation of the rulings. 
The proposed appeals

process would allow automatic adoption 
of Panel reports.

Implementation could be improved 
by imposing time limits or

introducing a right to retaliate for the injured country,

111. New Areas

New areas were introduced to the Round by 
a number of

developed countries who felt that too 
much world trade is outside

the international rules. Services are estimated to account for

about third of total world trade, The 
importance of intellectual

property in trade flows has also 
increased; the US claims that it

loses at least 60 billion dollars yearly from 
uncontrolled

transfer of intellectual property rights across borders. Foreign

investment has increased and thereby 
the concern for distortive

and restrictive local rules on investment.

Many issues in these areas remain still open. 
Of major

concern are also the links of the new areas 
with each other or

with the traditional trade - positions on possibilities for

cross-retaliation are not yet clear.

Trade Related Intellectual Property (NGil). The need for

international rules in this area is pushed by developed

countries: patent piracy, counterfeiting 
and other forms of theft

of copyright is assuned to take a large share 
of potential trade,

Developing countries fear that tighter 
rules In this area would
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hinder their development and transfer of technology. Two major

international conventions exist in the area, the Berne one for

copyright and the Paris one for industrial 
designs. These and

other TRIPs were traditionally handled in the WIPO. 
Lack of clear

rules for their implementation and dissatisfaction 
with the

organization led to the introduction 
of the issue in GATT.

The chairman's draft contains two basic approaches: 
a

developed country one with GATT related rules in 
all seven areas

covered (trade marks, patents, copyright, integrated circuits,

industrial design, geographical origin, business secrets); and a

developing country one, in which trade in counterfeited goods

would be under GATT disciplines but all other would 
be treated

separately in relevant international organizations 
and in

national laws.

TRIPS has become one of the contentious issues in 
the

Round. Surprisingly not only on North-South lines but among the

developed countries as well. They cannot agree on topics like

copyright, where the US wants it to cover only economic rights

and not those of the author (at stake are, for example right of a

licenses to change films); whether the author is a legal or

natural person, or whether patents belong to the first filer or

to the inventor, right to link food products to a name of a

geographical region.

Trade Related Investment Measures(NG12). Trade has 
been

distorted by domestic purchase requirements, export targeting

etc., which are imposed on foreign investors seeking 
licenses in

international markets. These are often used to circumvent 
GATT

obligations. The topic was included in the agenda by the 
US

request to reinforce international rules in 
the area and to

provide more transparency, non-discrimination and an arena for

dispute settlement.

The Chairman's text covers three separate proposals: the

compromise text, the US text and one submitted by 12 developing

countries and supported by China and Sri Lanka. The Chairman's

text proposes that some TRIMs should he applied In a tempered

manner, while a number of others should be eliminated.

The developing countries proposal states that most 
TRIMs are

needed for development purposes, and that existing GATT

disciplines are enough to deal with them.

Current nAgotiation positions reflect a situation from

early 1980's, which has changed substantially. 
This makes it

difficult to predict a likely outcome, but the Chairman' text may

win support as US Congress is less likely these days to be fully

liberal in this respect, The dominance of the EEC and Japan in

investmentS has increased and the US in the meantime has 
become a

net importer of capital facing increased domestic pressures 
for

tighter rules.

Services (GNS). The chairman presented a text for a basis
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of negotiations. In a cover note however footnot tells that

tlio coverage istsue remains 
unsolved. Some countris (US, Japan)

t cto ex ue rsectors like financial services 
or transport

want toexclude Some setost. Most others support

from the coverage of the 
framework agreeme.Motthssupr

univerta coverage. The text itself contains a large 
number of

loopholeis on unresolved 
issues like structure of 

the agreement,

which need to be rapidly 
solved. Coverage is the 

stumbling block

and reflects the inability of US and 
Japanese negotiators to

convince several domestic lobbies 
about joining a multilateral

dicipine in services, Another contentious 
issue on the

North S th lines is the sotcerld etry of labor and capital

services in the agreement. The developing 
countries want to

secure free trade in labor services 
in exchange for opening up

their financial sectors 
to international capital.

As the issue on the table is a totally new international

framework, which carries on to 
the next century, most developed

country participants feel 
that it is better to achieve 

a strong

agreemet than none at all. This despite the fact that 
in this

case eome countries may not join immediately. 
Actual

liberalization could then be 
achieved gradually in subsequent

negotiations. Once the coverage issue 
is solved, a likely outcome

is an agreement among the developed 
countries on basic principles

to which developing countries 
either make numerous reservations

or do not adhere at all.

IV. Institutional

FOGS (N14). Many delegations want to prop up the 
GATT a.

an organization to increase its prestige and 
leverage in general

and in dispute settlement in particular. A stronger Secretariat

Swould be a necessary complement 
to stronger rule.. It Is also

felt that the status of GATT as a treaty 
and its impact on

domestic laws needs to be resolved.

Although important In principle, 
in practice FOGs is a

residual group for many elegatiost in the words of one

participant "people only think about 
FOGs two days beore the

meeting". This lack of attention and the fact 
that institutional

issues are better being solved once the Round 
is over and its

results are known, delays progress.

The delegations agree on a reinforced 
GATT in principle, on

more frequent Ministerials, the need for policy coherence 
and

better relations with the Bretton 
Woods institutions.

Disagreement are on modalities, 
which are likely to be solved 

in

due time. Agreement is likely to contain some 
support for renewed

GATT, informal collaboration with 
the Washington IFs, and some

arrangement for a support group for Ministerial 
meetings.



ANNEX

The sixteen fields (14 nagotiating groups And the

Surveillance body oL the GNG, the GNS) covered by the Trade

NesotilatiOlS Committeo uottitgind the respective 
chairmen are

listed below In the chart on the structure of 
the Uruguay Round

THE STRUCTURE OF THE URUGUAY ROUND:

Trade NegotiAS CommitteB (TNC)# Arthur Dunkel, GATT

* Group ofNeSta4ions On Goods(GNG)#: Arthur Dunkel, GATT

- surveillance Body L.n Duathur, GATT

- NG: Tariffs Lindsay Duthie, Australia

- NG2: Non-Tariff Measures Lindsay Duthie, Australia

- NG3: Natural Resource Lindsay Duthie, Australia

Based Products #I

N04 Textiles and Clothing Lindsay 
Duthie, Australia

- NG4: Agriculture Aart da Zeeuw, Netherlands

NG6: Tropical Products Paul Leong KhOs Soong, Malaysia

-N7: GATT Articles John Weekes, Canada

- t87: MTN Agreements and Chulsee Kim, Rep. of Korea

Arrangements

NC9: Safeguads 
George A. Maciel, Brazil

- NGO: Subsidies and Coun- Michael D. Cartland, Hong Kong

tervailing Measures

-NG1IX TRIPS 
Lars E.R. Anell, Sweden

- NG12: TRIMS # Tomohiko Kabayashi, Japan

- NG13: Dispute settlement Julio Lacarte-Muro, Uruguay

- NG14: Functioning of the Julio Lacarte-Muro, Uruguay

GATT System #

* Group of Negotiations on Services (GNI:

Felipe Jaramillo, Colombia

# - Bodies where the World 
Bank has observer status.



THE WORLD BANK INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM /r
DATE: July 12, 1989

TO: Memorandum for the Record

FROM: Paul M. 4 eo, Chief, IECIT

EXTENSION: 33802

SUBJECT: Luncheon Meeting of President Barber B. Conable with
Mr. Arthur Dunkel, Director General of the GATT,
July 11, 1989

1. On July 11, Mr. Conable, accompanied by Messrs. Hopper,
Fischer, Baneth, Shakow, Siebeck and Meo met with Messrs. Arthur Dunkel,
Mathur and Hussain of the GATT Secretariat. Mr. Dunkel had been
requested at Montreal to approach the heads of the Fund and the World
Bank and report on ways to improve IBRD/IMF/CATT collaboration. The
luncheon was his first approach on this issue.

2. Mr. Conable began the lunch by introducing Jean Baneth, the new
Director of the expanded Geneva office, stressing the importance the
Bank gave to the Uruguay Round. He also congratulated Mr. Dunkel on the
successful conclusion of the April Trade Negotiation Committee
meeting. Mr. Dunkel praised the work of Wolfgang Siebeck, the Bank's
departing Special Representative, and then turned to the Uruguay
Round. He believed there were many positive steps agreed to between
December 1988 and April this year. He mentioned not only the decision
to go forward with the final phase of the negotiation but agreement on a
Trade Policy Review mechanism, more frequent meeting of Ministers,
agreement to reduce tariffs and protection on US$50 billion worth of
tropical products, and a revised dispute settlement procedure. He hoped
by December 1989, there would be a fairly clear and agreed framework for
the final year of negotiations.

3. On the specific points of his forthcoming study for the FOGS
Group, Mr. Dunkel mentioned some procedural points first. He stressed
that the Bank and GATT relationship should remain informal. His report
which had been due September 1 might slip to September 15 and even then
would likely not be in final form. He indicated that he would put in
the September report the positions of the Bank and Fund, along with his
own personal position. Since the report was a result of a mandate that
he approach the "heads" of the Fund and the Bank, he would prefer that
the report reflect the positions of Messrs. Conable and Camdessus, not
their Boards. Finally, he wanted to downplay the issue of the presence
of the GATT Director General on the Interim Committee.

4. Mr. Dunkel then reviewed some specific proposals made at the
FOGS. He believed the Bank could benefit from GATT's assistance in

P-1867
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improving the coherence of our reports and work (he mentioned, as an
example, that GATT's knowledge of existing restraint agreements on the
steel trade might be helpful in assessing investments in steel mills).
He indicated that those countries adjusting to the revised situation
after the Uruguay Round would welcome our financial support. Some could
also use GATT/Bank technical assistance for developing a capacity for
multilateral trade negotiations in their trade ministries. Finally, he
believed there are steps we should take to improve the GATT-consistency
of Bank/Fund suggested trade reforms. He specifically mentioned the
Bank's antidumping advice and occasional support for export subsidies as
areas where closer collaboration should exist. He believed the "credit"
issue remains outstanding and should be examined. He believed the new
country Trade Policy Reviews were a possible collaboration area, but
mentioned this would have to be extremely discreet since some developing
countries will fear cross-conditionality. Regarding the Trade Policy
Reviews, Mr. Dunkel said he was prepared to be fairly tough on developed
countries, but not so tough on developing countries, given the already
strong Bank/Fund emphasis on them. Both Messrs. Conable and Dunkel
stressed that formal collaboration would be enhanced as we work through
our respective, assigned liaison staff, John Croome for the GATT and
Jean Baneth for the Bank.

5. Mr. Conable summed up that he did not see any problems with the
issues stressed by Mr. Dunkel. We should "stay close but loose" and the
Bank would try to keep its position relatively consistent with that of
the Fund's. Mr. Dunkel stated that Mr. Croome will be preparing a first
draft of the report and ensuring that the parts reflecting Mr. Conable's
views be seen by us before end-July, and the full draft would be
reviewed before circulation.

cc: Messrs./Mmes. Con le, Hopper, Fischer, Baneth, Dubey, Shakow
Haug, Siebeck, Meo, IECIT Staff

PMeo:llt



WORLD BANK OTS SYSTEM
OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

CORRESPONDENCE DATE : 89/07/07 DUE DATE : 00/00/00
LOG NUMBER : 890710011 FROM : A. Shakow (DH)
SUBJECT : BRIEFING: GATT - lunch meeting with Mr. Arthur Dunkel, Director-

General, on Tuesday, July 11, 1989 at 1:00 pm
OFFICE ASSIGNED TO FOR ACTION Mr. B. Conable (E-1227)

ACTION:
APPROVED
PLEASE HANDLE
FOR YOUR INFORMATION
FOR YOUR REVIEW AND RECOMMENDATION
FOR THE FILES
PLEASE DISCUSS WITH
PLEASE PREPARE RESPONSE FOR SIGNATURE
AS WE DISCUSSED
RETURN TO

COMMENTS :cc: Mrs. Haug
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OFFICE MEMORANDUM
DATE: July 7, 1989

TO: Mr. Barber B. Conable

THROUGH: Mr. . David Hopper t

FROM: Ale ande Shakow, SPR

EXTENSION: 34697

SUBJECT: GATT: Your Lunch Meeting with Mr. Arthur Dunkel,
Director General of GATT, 1:00 pm., Tuesday, 11 July

1. Mr. Dunkel was asked at Montreal to prepare by September 1 a
report on one aspect of the Functioning of the GATT System (FOGS), how
to improve coordination between the GATT and the Bretton Woods
Institutions. In preparing this report, Mr. Dunkel is expected to
consult with you and Mr. Camdessus; your lunch with him is part of that
process. Work on the report was delayed when the main negotiations were
stalled at Montreal. Mr. Dunkel is likely to seek a two- or three-month
extension to the September 1 deadline. He will, therefore, not expect
to reach final agreement on any points during your lunch, and will
probably suggest a further meeting with you, perhaps at the time of the
Annual Meetings.

2. To start the discussion, we suggest you should:

- Congratulate Mr. Dunkel on his success in bringing the mid-
term review to a conclusion in April.

- Stress your (and the Bank's) interest in the Round, explain
why we are expanding the Geneva Office, and introduce Mr.
Baneth.

3. We have reviewed within the Bank and discussed with GATT staff
various proposals for closer Bank/CATT collaboration. While they should
not be finalized at this stage, you might try out the following ideas on
Mr. Dunkel:

A. To ensure consistency between Bank Operations and GATT rules 1/

a. Systematic institutional training in both Bank and GATT (two

GATT staffers to teach at a Bank workshop in October; visit

of EAS staff to Geneva later this year).

1/ To ensure consistency between Bank loan provisions and GATT rules is
the formal responsibility of the country concerned. To avoid the
impression that this responsibility could be diluted, in future
Operations Committee should require that appropriate loan packages
ascertain that the borrower has ensured consistency of its
commitments with CATT.

P-1 867
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b. Bank Geneva Office to provide grey cover reports to GATT
immediately upon circulation to Board.

c. Bank to provide monthly list of upcoming trade operations;
GATT to provide monthly schedule of trade policy reviews.

B. The Bank will continue supporting trade liberalization through
lending, specifically,

a. We are ready to finance adjustment requirements resulting
from Uruguay Round negotiations (e.g., to encourage a supply
response in countries currently importing subsidized US/EC
grains if the Uruguay Round leads to higher world grain
prices due to the phase-down of subsidies. Similarly, a
country that negotiates significantly downward its tariffs
may face adjustment needs suitable for Bank financing).

b. We will finance technical assistance to build up country
capacity to analyze multilateral trade policy issues.

C. We believe the Bank and GATT should step up exchange of data
and information in other areas

a. We already are giving the Secretariat access to our Basic
Economic and Social Database (BESD) and could expand on
this.

b. The Bank and the Secretariat should more closely cooperate
in the preparation of trade projections, and the Bank should
be provided use of GATT's Integrated Data Base (IDB).

c. The Bank will allow GATT the use of its SMART software and
stands ready to help expand it to meet specific needs of the
Secretariat.

D. The Bank will support the Secretariat in its background work
for Trade Policy Reviews of Developing Countries. While we
will assist those countries that ask in preparing their
reports, details and procedures will evolve as this new CATT
activity gets underway.

E. Credit to Developing Countries for Trade Liberalization
Measures taken under Bank/Fund Adjustment Programs. To avail
themselves of such credit, we believe developing countries
should be ready to bind their tariffs in GATT. So far, only
Chile, Mexico and recently Bolivia have done so in an important
way. We are looking forward to be associated with a discussion
of this issue in the FOGS group.

4. We do not believe, and do not expect Mr. Dunkel does, in an
intricate consultation structure to be established at the Senior
Management Level. Your fairly frequent informal meetings with Mr.
Dunkel, complemented by more regular contacts at all levels of staff
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and middle management, plus the enlarged Bank presence in Geneva should
go a long way towards ensuring a very effective cooperation. If GATT
opens an office in Washington, this would help as well.

5. You may want to raise one final point. The Bank is currently
observer (officially we are titled "participants") in four out of 15
negotiating groups and in two supervisory groups. We have not been
admitted into the Group on Agriculture and some others of key interest
to the Bank (tariffs, non-tariff measures, textiles and clothing,
subsidies). Please advise Mr. Dunkel that we have reviewed this with
delegates of major Contracting Parties and believe that a majority now
would accept our broader observer/participant status. We will pursue
our efforts to gain it.

6. Mr. Dunkel may bring up the question of CATT's observer status
at Bank/Fund Annual Meetings. In 1979, GATT lost its observer status
along with all UN agencies over the PLO attempt to obtain observer
status. There is no change from this position. In the Development
Committee, of course, Mr. Dunkel has a special position by attending the
restricted sessions.

7. We will brief you separately on the position taken by the IMF
in their discussions with GATT representatives.

cc: Messrs. Qureshi, Fischer, Dubey/Levy, Baneth (o/r), Siebeck, Meo
Carter, Krishna

AShakow/PMeo/WSiebeck/MCarter:Ilt



GENERAL AGREEMENT ON TARIFFS AND TRADE

The Director General

GENEVA

Dear Mr. Conable,

Thank you for your letter of 15 May. I am very glad to know that I
can count on your assistance in responding to the CONTRACTING PARTIES'
request that I explore possibilities of strengthening GATT's relationship
with the Bank.

We have transmitted to the Bank, through your Geneva office, an
informal note on proposals put forward by governments on this subject in
the Uruguay Round, and I understand that Mr. Siebeck has made
arrangements for a round of staff-level discussions in Washington at the
beginning of July. The GATT participants will be Mr. M.G. Mathur, Deputy
Director-General, and Mr. John Croome, Director, Trade and Finance
Division. I hope that these discussions will pro vide i firm basis for usj§
to have a first exchange of views on these matters when we meet on
11 July. -

With kind regards,

Yours sincerely,

Arthur Dunkel

Mr. Barber B. Conable, Jr.
The President
World Bank
1818 H Street, N.W.

Washington, D.C. 20433



THE WORLD BANK INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION 00

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
DATE: July 10, 1989

TO: Files

FROM: Paulg Meo, Chief, IECIT

EXTENSION: 33802

SUBJECT: IMF Positions re FOGS Proposals

I was recently informed that the positions of IMF staff
regarding various FOGS proposals (not in order of importance) are:

1. The GATT Director-General is unlikely to be accorded observer
status on the Interim Committee (he already has such status on the
Development Committee) since there are no observers and the Committee is
unlikely to wish to establish a precedent.

2. The Fund programs should suffice to ensure that if a developing
country got into balance of payments trouble as a result of Uruguay
Round-negotiated tariff or NTB reductions, it would receive timely and
supportive assistance. No new program would be envisaged.

3. While gratified that the GATT staff believe no more IMF data
will be needed, the IMF staff would like to gain access to information
generated by the Trade Policy Reviews and the Integrated Data Base.

4. The Fund has no firm position on collaboration via the new
Trade Policy Review, but would be prepared to assist a developing or
other country that requested its assistance in preparing the country
report on trade policies.

5. While it has no position (or solution) to the very complexI$credit" issue (whereby developing countries that undertook Bretton
Woods-assisted trade reforms would gain "credit" during the Round), Fund
staff are quite prepared to continue discussing and analyzing this
issue.

6. The Fund takes a dim view of formal, frequent interchanges of
higher level GATT/Fund managers; this will be the job of its Geneva
office.

cc: Messrs. Conable, Hopper, Fischer, Baneth, Shakow, Siebeck

PMeo:llt
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THE WORLD BANK
Washington, D.C. 20433

U.SA

BARBER B. CONABLE May 25, 1989
Preient

Dear Mr. Dunkel:

Thank you for your letter of May 12 concerning the report
which GATT Contracting Parties have asked you to prepare on the
relationship of GATT with the relevant international organizations.

We would of course be most happy to collaborate fully with
you in this important task. Your proposal that the first step should
be an exchange of views at staff level certainly seems the best way to
proceed. Arrangements could be made through our Special Representa-
tive in Geneva, Mr. Wolfgang Siebeck.

With kind regards.

Sincerely,

(Signed) Barber B. Conable

Mr. Arthur Dunkel

Director-General
General Agreement on Tariffs

and Trade (GATT)

Centre William Rappard
154, rue de Lausanne

1211 Geneva 21
Switzerland

MCarter/pp

cLeared with & cc: Mr. P. Meo
cc: Messrs. Kelly (IMF), Meo, Carter



GENERAL AGREEMENT ON TARIFFS AND TRADE

The Director General

GENEVA r

Dear Mr. Conable,

I am writing to you and to Mr. Camdessus as a result of a decision
taken on 12 April by the GATT CONTRACTING PARTIES, on the recommendation of
the Trade Negotiations Committee. The decision invites me:

"to approach the heads of the IMF and the World Bank, as a first step,
to explore ways to achieve greater coherence in global economic policy
making through strengthening the relationship of GATT with other
relevant international organizations".

I am asked to report back by 1 September 1989, and to take into
account in my report the views, issues and proposals raised in the context
of the Uruguay Round negotiating group on the Functioning of the GATT
System.

As the Bank is represented in this negotiating group, you have no
doubt been informed of the discussions that have taken place in the group
on possible ways of strengthening the relationship of GATT with other
international organizations responsible for monetary and financial matters,
as well as, more specifically, of the proposal that I should consult you on
this subject.

The proposals and ideas which have been put forward range very widely.
At this stage, however, it seems to me that what is needed is an exchange
of views on three broad issues: the policy concepts regarding the
interaction between trade, monetary and financial issues that underlie the
notion of greater coherence in global economic policy-making; the

Mr. Barber B. Conable, Jr.
The President
World Bank
1818 H Street, N.W.

Washington, D.C. 20433



The Director General page 2

possibilities and limits of institutional cooperation in this area; and
what could realistically be attempted by way of strengthening institutional
cooperation. Such an exchange of views would permit me to make a report

which would allow the specific proposals and ideas put forward in the
negotiating group, as well as such other points as may emerge from our
discussions, to be pursued with a full understanding of all the
considerations that need to be taken into account.

I am very conscious of, and grateful for, the consistent support which
you have given to the pursuit of the Uruguay Round. I know that this
support is rooted in your recognition of the close interrelationship
between the conduct of trade policy on the one hand and the international
monetary and financial situation on the other. I trust therefore that I
can count on your help in responding to this extremely relevant request
from the CONTRACTING PARTIES.

If you agree, I suggest that the most fruitful approach to this matter

might be an initial exchange of ideas at staff level in the near future, in
Washington. This could provide a concrete basis for subsequent discussion
between ourselves.

With kind regards,

Yours sincerely,

Arthur Dunkel

Annexed: Relevant documents of Negotiating Group on the Functioning of the
GATT System.



WORLD BANK OTS SYSTEM
Office of the SVPPR

CORRESPONDENCE DATE : 89/05/12 DUE DATE
LOG NUMBER : 890522001 FROM : DUNKEL: ARTHUR,
SUBJECT : L - GATT: DECISIONS TAKEN ON AGR 12 & REQUESTING RECOM FROM HEADS

OF IMF/WB
OFFICE ASSIGNED TO FOR ACTION Mr. Alex Shakow

ACTION:
APPROVED

X PLEASE HANDLE
FOR YOUR INFORMATION
FOR YOUR REVIEW AND RECOMMENDATION
FOR THE FILES
PLEASE DISCUSS WITH
PLEASE PREPARE RESPONSE FOR SIGNATURE
AS WE DISCUSSED

RETURN TO

COMMENTS :PLEASE PREPARE RESPONSE FOR BBC'S SIGNATURE. SHAKOW TO HANDLE
BY DUE DATE. SHOULD CONSULT WITH FISCHER.

CC: Mr. Fischer for info.



WORLD BANK OTS SYSTEM
OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT 4

CORRESPONDENCE DATE : 89105/12 DUE DATE 89/05/31
LOG NUMBER : 890517015 FROM : Arthur Dunkel
SUBJECT : GATT: decisions taken on Apr 12 and requesting recommendation

from heads of IMF/the World Bank.
OFFICE ASSIGNED TO FOR ACTION Mr. Hopper (D-1202)

ACTION:
APPROVED
PLEASE HANDLE
FOR YOUR INFORMATION
FOR YOUR REVIEW AND RECOMMENDATION
FOR THE FILES
PLEASE DISCUSS WITH
PLEASE PREPARE RESPONSE FOR SIGNATURE
AS WE DISCUSSED
RETURN TO

COMMENTS
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Uruguay Round Negotiating Group on the Functioning of the G§TT System:
documents relevant to negotiating objective (iii)

A. Reports of substantive discussion in the Group on objective (iii)

MTN.GNG/NGl4/l Meeting of 7 April 1987 paragraphs 9-10

MTN.GNG/NG14/3 Meeting of 28 September 1987 paragraphs 2-6

MTN.GNG/NG14/4 Meeting of 30 November 1987 paragraphs 16-20

MTN.GNG/NG14/5 Meeting of 25-28 January 1988 paragraphs 13-17

MTN.GNG/NG14/6 Meeting of 21-23 March 1988 paragraphs 8-19
(and Corr.1)

MTN.GNG/NG14/7 Meeting of 2-3 May 1988 paragraphs 2-11

MTN.GNG/NG14/8 Meeting of 20-22 June 1988 paragraphs 3-20

MTN.GNG/NG14/9 Meeting of 26-30 September 1988 paragraphs 3-13

MTN.GNG/NG14/10 Meeting of 24-28 October 1988 paragraphs 18, 26-29

B. Secretariat working documents

MTN.GNG/NG14/W/6 GATT, The International Monetary Fund and The World
Bank: Mandates, Institutional Relationships and
Fund-Bank Arrangements for Ministerial Involvement

MTN.GNG/NG14/W/12 The 1954/55 Review Session

"Negotiations shall aim to develop understandings and arrangements:
[...J (iii) "to increase the contribution of the GATT to achieving greater
coherence in global economic policy-making through strengthening its
relationship with other international organizations responsible for
monetary and financial matters" (Punta del Este Declaration of
20 September 1986, Part I, E(iii)).
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WORLD BANK OTS SYSTEM
OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

CORRESPONDENCE DATE : 89/04/10 DUE DATE : 00/00/00
LOG NUMBER : 890410013 FROM : Mr. Shakow (DH)
SUBJECT : Uruguay Round Back on Track.

OFFICE ASSIGNED TO FOR ACTION : Mr. B. Cgma +e (E-1227)
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FOR THE FILES
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THE VORLD BANK /INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM

DATE: April 10, 1989

TO: Mr. Barber B. Conable
(through W. David Hopped

FROM: Alexander 1akow, Director, SPR

EXT: 34697

SUBJECT: Uruguay Round Back on Track

Having negotiated around the clock for three days and nights,
Uruguay Round negotiators agreed on Saturday afternoon (April 8) on a
framework for the subsequent negotiations on the four subjects which, as
you recall, had remained unresolved in Montreal. This represents a major
advance in the efforts to instill new life into the GATT-based multilateral
trading system, efforts which had been seriously jeopardized in Montreal.
It is also a major personal triumph for Mr. Arthur Dunkel who chaired the
negotiations on the four subjects and who spared no efforts to prod on
negotiators when, at times, prospects for agreement looked bleak.
Interestingly, the agreement was finally reached among senior-level
officials where ministers in Montreal had failed to do so. Delegations in
Geneva generally see Mr. Dunkel's stature as having been considerably
enhanced in this recent phase of negotiations. This in itself may be a
good omen for the further conduct of the Round.

In substantive terms, the results of last week's meeting in
Geneva can be summarized as follows:

Agriculture

The long-term objective now agreed will be to reduce farm
subsidies over time. The U.S. gave up earlier on its somewhat maximal
demand for the total elimination of farm subsidies within a specified
period of time. The reduction now agreed is to be "substantial" and to be
sustained over a period of time. To negotiate details as to how this is to
be done, as well as a timeframe, will be the main task of negotiators
during the remainder of the Round. At the insistence of the Cairns Group,
which cut back on many of its demands, negotiators set themselves a
detailed work program for this task.

In the short-term, i.e. between now and the end of the Round
which is still to conclude by the end of next year, parties agreed to
freeze support to agriculture at current levels. This was the toughest
part of the bargain, which the EC adamantly opposed to the last after it
had itself in Montreal called for such short-term measures and opposed any
long-term agreement. The terms of the freeze still allow the EC
flexibility in its application but only in respect of one and the same
product. Thus, it will not be allowed to "re-balance" protection by, for
instance, stepping up support to European oil seed farmers and reducing
protection on other products. This is a major breakthrough because, for
the first time, it forces some discipline on the way the EC applies its
Common Agricultural Policy, and checks some of its arbitrary trade effects,
which now can be monitored in the GATT. It will be of major benefit to

developing countries.
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Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPS)

The developing countries, who had almost all united behind Brazil
and India in their opposition to rules and standards for TRIPS to be set in
the GATT, finally relented. In exchange, they obtained a concession that
TRIPS negotiations will effectively be put on a separate track. Like for
Services, negotiators will only decide at the very end of the Round if
TRIPS will come under GATT rules (thus allowing to retaliate for TRIPS
violations with general import restrictions), or the World Intellectual
Property Organization (WIPO) which has no means of policing TRIPS
violations.

Textiles and Clothing

Developing countries gave up on their insistence for a legal
freeze which would have protected them from further quota restrictions
under the current Multi-Fibre Arrangement (MFA). They only obtained a
commitment from importing countries to negotiate a phase-out to be
implemented after the end of the Round. However, how long the phase-out
will take, the agreement does not say, and thus offers little improvement
over the 1986 Punta del Este Ministerial Declaration.

Safeguards

Well short of a prescription of any selective defences against
import surges, and of "grey area" measures such as voluntary export
restraints, which the developing countries had wanted, developing countries
only obtained a reaffirmation of "basic GATT principles" including the so
often violated non-discrimination rule. In exchange, however, they
obtained the right for the Chairman of the Group (who significantly is a
Brazilian) to prepare a draft agreement on Safeguards which at least would
allow them some control over the negotiating process and to counter
attempts at procrastination which have previously marked work in the
Negotiating Group on TRIPS.

Assessment

Concessions on the four subjects were mainly made by the U.S. and
the Cairns Group on Agriculture, and by developing countries on the other
three subjects. Overall, one should recognize, however, that developing
countries generally saw the survival of the multilateral trading system as
critical and the resumption of the Round as a major priority. It should
also be noted that all other agreements tentatively reached in Montreal but
then "put on hold" are now operative. In its meeting next Wednesday, the
GATT Council will put into immediate effect new rules for Dispute
Settlement and for the periodic Trade Policy Review. These two measures in
themselves will be important to strengthen the GATT system.

I believe it would be a nice gesture for you to send a brief
telex to Mr. Dunkel acknowledging his great personal efforts and
congratulating him on his success. A draft is attached for your approval.

Attachment





THE WORLD BANK
Washington, D.C. 20433

USA,

BARBER B. CONABLE
President

Dear Mr. Dunkel:

On behalf of the Bank's Executive Directors, I should like to again

thank you for your key participation in their recent colloquium on the Uruguay

Round. Not only did they welcome your thoughtful and sensible remarks on such
a key item, they greatly appreciated your candid responses to their direct
questions.

1, personally, also appreciated the chance to learn at lunch of your

evaluation of the Round's progress and your plans for the future. A

successful Round -- which we all support -- will owe much to the efforts you

are still undertaking. A closer collaboration between the GATT and the World
Bank Group, however, is virtually assured, thanks to the efforts you have

already made.

Sincerely,

Mr. Arthur Dunkel
Director General

GATT
Centre William Rappard
Rue de Lausanne 154, CH-1211 Geneva 21

Switzerland


